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Transcript of CISF Report:
Student Health Service
Dr. Roy Chesnut, Director of
the Student Health Service, in a
meeting with Mr. Robert P.
Bilgrave, Director of Student
Affairs, and Zane Gresham,
Chairman of C.I.S.F., stated that
the SHS sought to perform two
functions: to replace the student's
family doctor and to act as an
"advising parent," especially to
freshmen, many of whom have
never before made decisions
concerning their health care.
Therefore, the SHS uses the
nurse to screen patients,
dispensing advice to students
suffering from minor maladies
such as non-allergic bee stings,
mild athlete's foot and common
colds. Thus, more time is left for
the doctors to deal with serious
illnesses.
This change in focus in the

SHS from a stopgap First Aid
station to a surrogate family
physician has both improved the
quality of medical care available,
and made work with the SHS
more attractive to physicians.
When questioned about the
complaints that the SHS does not
dispense a wide enough range of
drugs, Dr. Chesnut replied that
only the most common basic
drugs are dispensed free: to stock
drugs available without
prescription, or drugs rarely used,
or drugs for chronic conditions
would be expensive and wasteful.
Certain measures for the
improvement of the Student
Health Service should be
undertaken. Most immediately, a
large number of students hardly
think of using the SHS: female
graduate students almost
invariably go to gynecologists, at
their own expense.
Therefore, the first change
should be, as Dr. Chesnut sees it,
the addition of a gynecologist, at
least for consultation, to the staff.
More and free use of sub-specialty
clinics, such as dermatology,
ENT, opthalmology, and dental,
and diagnostic procedures such as
X-rays, EEG's and EKG's at the
Hopkins Hospital should be
The N - L is presently Iprovided for students at the
conducting its own investigation 'Homewood Schools as they are to
of the Student Health Service .medical and nursing students.
Lastl y, a "watchdog"
aimed at testing the CISF study
and the findings of othei Icommittee, composed of
.undergraduate, graduate, faculty,
concerned individuals.
To this point, our findings administration, and medical
clearly indicate that the CISF has representatives should be
grossly underestimated the established to act as a liason and
problems faced by the Student advisory group to the SHS,
Health Service and has meeting three or four times a year
understated that service's to discuss proposals for the
inadequacy in providing for the correction of deficiencies and the
improvement of medical care at
needs of Hopkins students.
Many individual students have, Hopkins.
complained about the treatment
they received from the Health
Service. In addition, there appears
to be a growing resentment at the
fact that a University with such
superlative medical institutions
does not make the fullest use of
its facilities for the care of its
students.
A graduate student who
preferred that his name not be
By JACK HOLLIS
used stated that the S.H.S. was
comprised of incompetents and
Discussing the Dominican
people who "just don't care." Republic and American
"They're going to kill somebody intervention in that country at
some day," he added.
the Eisenhower Symposium last
He speculated that nothing had week were the Honorable Hector
been done about the Health Garcia Godoy, ambassador of the
Service, to this point, because Dominican Republic to the
people are rarely involved with United States, and Abraham
the infirmary for extended Lowenthal, Research Fellow at
periods of time. "They are either the Brookings Institution.
Within a week, or they go
Both gentlemen condemned
somewhere else for medical the sending of Marines to the
attention," he said.
Dominican Republic after the
Of the many complaints which April 24, 1965, revolt which
have been voiced, several refer attempted to eject the ruling
only to a lack of concern on the military regime. Mr. Garcia
part of the personnel. Others, Godoy, who was provisional
however, criticize diagnostic or president of the country after the
treatment procedures.
revolt, declared that he "could
Abe Kronsberg, a sophomore, never justify the invasion of the
reported that while participating Dominican Republic on any
in a Physical Education Class last conditions. I would not justify it
fall, he received a blow to the leg. socially, I would not justify it
Proceeding to the infirmary, the politically, I would not justify it
nurse in attendance told him it morally."
was "nothing important."
The principal excuse advanced
Refusing to examine the leg by President Johnson and the
further, she told him to return to State Department for American
P.E.
intervention was the supposed
When he later returned to the presence of Communist
infirmary, he was told that he had subversives and guerrillas in the
a hematoma, or blood clot, in the rebellion, plus the danger to
leg and that the matter would American lives. Rebutting this
require minor surgery "as soon as contention, Mr. Lowenthal
possible." As soon as possible, averred that he has "never seen
owever, was almost a week any credible evidence of any
-vay, as the consulting surgeon foreign involvement in the

Poll Reveals
True Facts
About S.H.S.
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Grievance Committee Plans Scrapped
As Workers Keep Complaints Quiet
For Fear of Whitehead Reprisals
By RICHARD CRAMER
and
EMIL PAVLOVICS
An attempt to form a
grievance committee for the
custodial workers of the
University has failed due to
reluctance on the part of the
workers to sign the petition of
support for such a committee.
According to William Walker,
custodian at Hopkins and
spokesman for the petitioners,
many of the employees feel that
they have legitimate grievances,
but they fear that they will be
fired if they "make a ruckus".
Mr. Walker cites a "cost of
living raise" as the primary goal in
the committee movement. Among
other grievances are: increase in
pay to cover the bus fare
increases, increased promotional
opportunity for members of the
custodial staff and greater regard
for the welfare of Hopkins
employees in general.
Many Bad Years
The drive to form a grievance
committee is the result of many
years of bad university-employee
relations. Mr. Walker estimates
that Hopkins has the lowest
starting salary rate, the slowest
promotion time-table and the

least regard for its workers of any for a custodian at Hopkins is
major employer in the Baltimore $1.45 per hour. This is
area.
substantially lower than any firm
This disregard on the part of in Baltimore, including the larger
the Whitehead Hall hierarchy is office buildings, department
reflected in Hopkins yearly stores and industrial facilities.
turnover rates among custodial
Starting salaries at most firms
• personnel, a figure which in Baltimore range between $1.60
sometimes exceeds 50%. In one land $1.65 per hour. In addition,
building, which requires only two promotion in salaries at other
custodial attendants, Mr. Walker firms far outstrip Hopkins. Mr.
witnessed 16 men who applied Walker would like to see Hopkins
for, received and then quit the job at least equal its counterpart
of custodian, all within a thirteen employers in business and
month period.
industry. "For the money which
Even George Weinbach, they save in salaries," he stated,
Assistant to the Plant Manager in "they would be better off if they
Whitehead Hall called the payed more and were able to keep
turnover "tremendous". Another their help." Most of the savings
Hopkins official called it from low wages, he further
"inexcusable".
contends, are eaten up by the cost
of training "green" workers.
Money Reason
First Issue
The main reason which people
wage
The
increases were to be
give upon leaving, their jobs as
first
the
issue
taken up by the
custodians at Hopkins is money.
Mr. Weinbach contends that nascent grievance committee.
Hopkins "meets minimum state Under the present system,
and federal wage laws". He workers will have no way of
admits, however, that the effectively presenting their
university is behind industry in demands to the Whitehead Hall
"Brass".
wage payments.
When asked why the attempt
Mr. Walker stated that the
wages payed by Hopkins,simply to form a viable committee failed,
are not adequate to meet normal Mr. Walker said that employees
living sthndarric Starting salary feared for their jobs. He added
that he "expected lots of trouble
from above" for his role in
organizing the petition
movement. At one time, he felt
that he would be fired before the
grievance committee could even
be planned.
Most of the reticence about
signing the petition came from
older employees of Hopkins.
Older workers knew that they
would have difficulty finding
By DAVID LEVIEN
another job if they were fired
The Honorable Alberto Lleras from Hopkins. In addition, they
Camargo, former President of the
(Continued to Page 5)
Republic of Colombia spoke at
Hopkins last Monday as part of
the Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium.
Camargo referred to 1968 as a
year of world wide confrontation
and insurrection against the
By MARK REUTTER
established order. He accused
National Association for
The
historians and sociologists of
Advancement
the
of Colored
creating facts to back up their
theories regarding the causes of Peoples attacked, last month, "a
small minority of black
confrontation and insurrection.
For instance, Camargo said extremists" who are "espousing
that the movement in Argentina apartheid; racism, including
was started to secure university anti-Semitism; intimidation and
autonomy and freedom from violence."
The denunciation of militant
government control. In the poorer
Negro
organizations was made in
Latin American countries, said
Camargo, the revolts are more the November issue of The Crisis
"rebellion from general malaise" the NAACP official publication.
against a vague establishment than Mrs. Juanita Mitchell, an attorney
against anything in particular. He and the Legal Redress Chairman
contrasted 1968 with the year of the Baltimore Branch of the
1948 when the goals were not NAACP, agreed with the national
vague but real political objectives. condemnation. "The NAACP was
historically founded in 1909 and
Camargo believes that student has worked for over half a
revolutions in various countries century for the integration
of
today have little in common Negroes into the mainstream
of
ideologically except perhaps American life,"
she
hatred of the police. However, calls of re-segregation said. "Any
is a call of
these students also share, suicide."
according to the former president,
In a taped interview, Mrs.
a feeling that someone is to blame Mitchell presented
the opinions of
for the state of their respective
the NAACP, reviewed their past
countries and they also tend to

Symposium Ends Sunday I
Godoy

(Continued to Page 16)

(Continued to Page 4)

Camargo

Militants Hit
By NAACP

Linowitz
Sol Linowitz, the U.S.
Ambassador to the Organization
of American States, voiced his
cautious optimism in the future
of Latin America during his
speech Tuesday at the Eisenhower
Symposium.
"Our states in Latin America
are high," he declared, and noted
that without quick and effective
action, violent uprisings may
occur in the foreseeable future.
"Time is not on our side," he
stated, "...for developing viable
democratic regimes." The United
States, he said, will play a pivotal
role in this critical future. But
first he talked of the present
situation.
Mr. Linowitz complimented
the Organization of American
States for establishing a precedent
for international cooperation. He
named the creation of "social
justice" as the major goal of the
0.A.S.. Social programs,
(Continued to Page 4)

(Continued to Page 4)

(Continued to Page 12)
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** CAMPUS NOTES **
MENDELSOHN TO SPEAK
The activist Political Science
Department will show a
student-made film, "Rebellion at
Columbia," in the Clipper Room
of Shriver Hall on Monday,
December 16, at 6:30 p.m. A
Hopkins SDS member will speak.
PRUNE BRAIN PARADISE
The next Seminar in Computer
Science will feature Dr. Richard
Conway, from Cornell University,
speaking on "Scheduling in
Computer Systems." The lecture
will be held on Monday,
December 16, at 4 p.m. and is
open to the public.

Grad Nominees
For New Gov't
Up for Electior
The Graduate Club Board has
received over fifty nominations to
the committee to establish a
graduate student government. A
letter from the Board to each
student brought replies from
graduate students in twenty-three t
of the University's departments..
Elections will take place in at
least ten departments, where two
or more persons accepted
nominations. These elections, in .
which graduate students in the .
department will vote on a:
representative are expected to.
take place in the next week.
The elected representatives will
have as their .primary task the
writing of •a constitution for a
graduate student government. The:
- Ceinmittee Was Called'together so'
-that' gradUate •StUderits. could have:
an-'el be tiVe'body tO 'provide for,
better *student ' seNiteS 'and'for
're pit Sen tat idn"!Within -the
UniverSity ad'ministratibn.
The following is 'a 'list" br
"departments and -stiff:lents:
nominated:
". • HISTORY: Ceorge- . Boyd, ;,.Bill
Hubbard,,ROck Ley., .
CHEMISTRY.: Joe Anita_ ,Ed
,Stetibing„Richard Rebbert.... :
'Wesley.Walton
EDUCATION: Bruce ,Leslie::
GERMAN:.Lamore .Elmore.
HISTORY OF -SCIENCE.:..Jill
Fankhauser, Paul.Spitzer,
:
• PHILOSOPHY;.David Cwi;
-•••• Robert-- Laderson, Victor
Menza
-.PHYS1k4: Richard. Guarnieri,
-4441.3P.AzetYPPI4s,04YP1gwen,• •
POLITICAL .ECONOMY: Bob
Van Order'.
.•.
POLITICAL ••SCIENCE: David
Davis, Charolotte Weber.
.PSYCHOLOGY: Steve Suter.
SOCIAL RELATIONS:."- John
Kervin; Mike Ornstein,. Rich
Ccinvisor
BIOPHYSICS: Steve George,
Mike Weis
STA11ST1CS: Gary Chase, Dennis
Dixon
EARTH AND PLANETARY
SCIENCES: 'Stanley Harrison,
William Kaiser, Mimi Manella
G & E ENG: Dave Marks
MECHANICS: Jim Jenkins
ROMANCCLANGUAGE: David
Carroll, Suzanne Gordon
BIOLOGY: Barbara Birschstein,
Steve Chipowshi, David G.
Longfellow •
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING:
Steve R. Cantor
BIOMEDICAL EENGINEERING:
Wayne Mintzer
M. A. T.: Bob Divanni, Charles
Townsend

visit the University this Monday,
BARBARY PIRATE
December 13th, to discuss Asian
Dr. David Butler, a professor in Studies programs. The Center is
the Political Science Department located on the campus of the U.
of Hopkins, will speak on of Hawaii and is offering
"Post-Revolutionary Algeria" at scholarships for graduate students
the first meeting of the Mid-East beginning next September.
Studies Group. The meeting will
THE MOUSE GOES
begin at 4:30 p.m., this Tuesday,
December 17th, in the Sherwood
The Baltimore Museum of Art
Room of Levering Hall.
will show the award-winning
Czechoslovakian film "When the
Cat Comes," on Tuesday,
LEFT WING FASCISTS
December 17, at 8:15 p.m. Free
There will be a meeting of the. and open to the public.
Young Democrats at 4 p.m. this;
PORTRAIT OF THE LOBBY
coming Tuesday, December 17th,
in the Reading Room of Levering
From December 16 through
Hall.
January 12 the lobby of the
Kraushaar Auditorium at Goucher
TRY AGAIN,BOYS
College will be decorated, nay,
There will be a Hullaballoo embellished with the works of
Staff meeting at 8:30 p.m. in noted Baltimore artist Jane
Shaffer 301 this Wednesday, Frank.
December 18th. All students who
ROTTEN PRINTS
are interested in photography,
will be an exhibition of
There
writing, drawing, layout, copy
work, business managing or any original prints by classic and
other area are invited and contemporary artists in the
Sherwood Room of Levering Hall
encouraged to attend.
Students can pick up their '68 on December 16th, from 10 a.m.
Hullaballoos at the Barn this to 5 p.m. The exhibit is sponsored
week, December 16th through the by the Roten Galleries and a
18th, from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. representative of the Galleries will
be present to answer questions
each day.
about graphic art and
printmaking. All prints will be on
CURB YOUR CARP
sale.
The second December meeting
of the Homewood Sailing Club is
BOOZE BONANZA
cancelled due to the Christmas
The Johns Hopkins Alumni
Holidays. Topics of discussion
will be the Potomac Frostbite Association of metropolitan New
Regatta, finances and lifting the York area to attend a free
blockade of the carp pond in semester break cocktail party in
New York City Friday, January'
,front of Dr. Gordon's house.
31st. For a free invitation, sign up
SURFBOARD SCHOLARS
at the Alumni House, 3211 North
Dr. Marvin L. Durham, Charles St., by January 24th.1
associate director of the Institute After this date, tickets will cost I
for...Student Interchange at the $5.00 per person and $7.50 per
EaSt-West Center in Hawaii, will couple.

SRC Plays Santa;
fficials Given Gifts
Since,its election of three new
officers. n earlier October of this
year,,the DSRC, has broken with
several. .01', its long-standing
traditions.,
The new .policies came to light
last week, when tbe DSRC voted
, on.. the allocation .of money for
,.Christmas.,, presents for several
University., ,officials .who
administrate.,the,. dormitories In
the past, the amount of money, to
, be, spent for each person was not
to exceed a...limit of $5,.00;
„However, this year. th limit ,was
saised,to $20.00 per person..,
One DSRC repres,entative
that the „large increase was
suggested by the. DSRC president
and was approved by, .4 bare
majority vote. Fred Medinger, the
president, commented that the
giving of Christmas presents to
certain administrators was
traditional, but he said he didn't
know what the gifts had been or
how much they cost in past years.
A second . change in DSRC
policy has been to abandon the
practice of posting the minutes of.
each meeting throughout the
dorms. The secretary of the
DSRC, Ken Barberi, said that
such a distribution was required
by the constitution.but that this
year it was the responsibility of
each house president to see that
the minutes are posted.
So far, the minutes have rarely
been posted and they have never
been distributed to each dorm
room as they were last year. Paul
Eaglin, the vice-president of the

DSRC, said that the minutes have
not even been published on
several occasions to his
knowledge, but Barberi claimed
that the minutes were always
available.
The third controversy that has
developed in the DSRC also
concerns Eaglin. He was recently
appointed as the new housemaster
orGuildersleeVe, but he has also
remained in his office on the
DSRC. Although the constitution
does not mention'this problem
specifically, housemasters have
never before served on the DSRC.
The new housemaster said that
Col. Serena has already advised
him that he will have to drop his
DSRC office if he wants to
remain in his new position.

MENU

SPONTANEOUS WHAT?
The frontiers of music will be
explored at Chester's Place in
Levering Hall this Friday night,
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. by A Free
Jazz Trio. The essence of the
Trio's approach to jazz is the
spontaneous expression of
personal emotion. Stanley Hahn
and a Jirni Hendrix-like group
from Sykesville will provide
electric blues, and Dr. Wickwire
will round out the evening's
experience with a reading of
original poetry.
LABORATORY LOVES
All graduate students are
reminded that their lists of
recommended books for the
Chemistry Department's survey
are due no later than Tuesday,
December 17th. Completed
questionnaires can be sent in by
campus mail. The su4'elli of the
survey depends on the full
cooperation of all graduate
students. There is a campus
mailbox outside the Gilman post
office. Campus mail can also be
given to the department secretary.

THE TRUTH HURTS
The Course Guide will hand
out its questionnaires for fall
semester courses in class during
the weeks before and after
Christmas. Students are urged to
think seriously about their
courses and to come up with
constructive criticism. The
TEACHING TRAUMAS
questionnaire will be similar to
Dr. Bud Edwards, a nationally those used in the past.
known educator, and Mr. Walter
Carter will speak at a tutoring
orientation workshop this
RUDY VALLEE TO PLAY
Saturday, December 14th at 1
A lecture-demonstration in
p.m. in Levering Hall. A panel of New Music,
techniques, sounds
educators from Baltimore City, and processes will be given by
Baltimore County and Prince Earle Brown, W. Alton Jones,
George's County will give Professor of Composition at the
demonstrations of tutoring Peabody Conservatory, at the
techniques and will answer Carriage House of Evergreen on
specific questions on tutoring Saturday, December 14, from 3
problems. The workshop is free to 6 in the afternoon. A reception
and everyone is welcome to open to all will follow.
attend.

THE ACCLAIMED
MOTION PICTURE
"FAR AND AWAY
THE STRONGEST,
BLUNTEST,
MOST IMPORTANT
AMERICAN MOVIE
OF THE YEAR!"
—New York Times

"A POWERFUL—
SHATTERING FILM! A
MERCILESSLY
INTIMATE MOVIE!"
—San Francisco Examiner

"A MILESTONE!
A FINE ACHIEVEMENT!
WILL MAKE
INDELIBLE SCARS
ON THE MEMORY!"
—Judith Crist

"LIKE A KICK IN THE
STOMACH-1 URGE EVERY
ADULT TO SEE IT!"
—The Sunday Express (London)
JOHN CASSAVE fES'

MANY KINDS
SUBS
PIZZA
MANY 'AINDS
SPAGHETTI
HOME MADE
CHICKEN WITH FRENCH FRIES
AND ENGLISH MUFFIN

The Very Best
HARRY LITTLE
Carry Out Shops
32nd near Greenmount
25th near Greenmount

MOURNING MARATHON
After personal negotiation
with Mrs. Carlotta O'Neill, widow
of the late American playwright,
Eugene O'Neill, permission to
produce Mourning Becomes
Electra has been granted to
Mount Saint Agnes College.
In accordance with Mrs.
O'Neill's instructions, Electra will
be produced in its entirety.
Playing time is about five hours.
The last performance will take
place on December 14. Curtain
will be 5:00 p.m. A 75-minute
intermission will include dinner
which will be served on campus.
Reservations for dinner are
required and are being accepted
by the college at 664-4000,Ext.
16.

ACES
Premiere Wednesday.
IVE 7 — 19561
North at Charles
Academic Admission:
$1.00 with School ID
except Saturdays
after 61:M.
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'Chesapeake Bay Institute Studying
Physical-Chemical Aspect of Bay

Atheist Given C.O. Status
In a significant ruling last week, a Federal District Court judge
ruled that a man who is an admitted atheist, but who said he believes
killing another man is "a sin no man can endure," is eligible to be
reclassified as a conscientious objector.
The ruling from Baltimore judge Alexander Harvey II marks the
first time a court has specifically permitted an avowed atheist to fit
the C.O. category.
Judge Harvey said that 21-year old Michael Shacter's beliefs were
"unorthodox but the product of faith," and, therefore, made him
Within the law on that point.

Princeton Publishes Guide
The editors of Princeton University's student newspaper The
Princetonian have published a small volume containing brief
biographies and snapshots of 1,500 coeds at eight women's colleges.
The book, entitled "Who the Girls Are" is a sequel to their 1965
edition of "Where the Girls Are."
Said Peter G. Brown, editor of the booklet, "This little book does
no less than spell the demise of the blind date. In fact, the purpose
of "Who the Girls Are" is to take the blind out of the blind date."
The new edition also includes capsule descriptions of the eight
schools — Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Skidmore, Smith, Sweet
Briar, Vassar, Wellesley and Goucher colleges.
About Goucher: "These aren't real Southern belles decked out in
crinolines and whirling away the afternoon under the magnolias, but
the short culottes and bare feet in the open air courtyard create a
credible illusion.

Student Panel Raps Censors
Freedom of the four-letter word and other rights of campus
Journalists were defended last week in a discussion of the student
press at the annual Conference of Sigma Delta Chi, the national
Journalism fraternity.
College students are "confronted with the paradox of seeking
effective answers to enormous new questions while being expected
to conduct themselves within the mores and social concepts of
traditional society" said Bill Preston, SDX President and the
University of Tennessee.
Dog Stone, managing editor of the University of Minnesota Daily,
said "when these words become essential as quotes in news stories,
they should be used. Anything else would be incomplete reporting."
What a paper prints, he added, should be determined by
contemporary standards of students, not of secondary audiences.
Politicians or local crusaders.

Duquesne Students OK Mace
Students and faculty of Duquesne University in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania voted 1,113 to 192 in favor of keeping chemical mace
on the campus. They favored by a vote of 986 to 206 the carrying of
mace by the campus police inside the school buildings.
Results of the campus referendum were tabulated last week. The
referendum followed a recent six-hour sit-in demanding a vote on
the issue.
Of 43 security guards at the University, 18 carry the chemical
spray, which temporarily immobilizes its victim.

Yale Scores Draft Boards
Yale University has published a critical guide to the draft that
accuses the Selective Service System of "unfairness" and
"inscrutable arbitrariness," and of being "pervaded by downright
anarchy."
The 72-page pamphlet, a comprehensive review of all draft
classifications and how to obtain them, is being distributed free as
part of the university's counseling service.
With frequent legal citations, the guide explains step-by-step the
standard induction and deferment !procedures. But it warns that a
potential draftee often needs a lawyer because "more or less flagrant
departures are not uncommon."
"Local boards violate even the clearest provisions of the law
rather frequently," the booklet charges, cautioning the man seeking
deferment to have "the look of sincerity" and to "plan his strategy
With care."

Student Trustees Proposed
(CPS) A proposal providing for voting student trustees on the
boards of state colleges and universities will go to the Washington
legislature next year.
The Council of Washington State student body presidents is
meeting this week to formulate a definite proposal. The plan has
been discussed since last summer.
Noel Bourasaw, student body president at Western Washington
State College said the state legislators with whom he has talked have
not been opposed to his plan. The only opposition, he said, has
come from two state university presidents and the University of
Washington Regents.
The Council has met with Gov. Dan Evans and gained his
approval of the student trustee proposal. And State Senator Martin
Durkan, who originally endorsed the idea in his losing primary
campaign for governor, is now planning to introduce legislation for it
in the 1969 session.
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THE RIDGELEY WARFIELD,One of three research vessels owned by Hopkins

to date it has stayed quite clear of
By STEVE ROSS
behavioral studies and the more
Beneath the sedate exterior of intimate *aspects of marine
Macaulay Hall's red brick and biology.
white trim lies a $938,602
Much of their early support
Oceanographic research operation came from the Office of Naval
called the Chesapeake Bay Research (ONR), thought Dr.
Institute (CBI).
Pritchard took pains to emphasize
As a result of committee that from start to finish the
recommendations made to then "CBI's support has been broad
President of Johns Hopkins, based." One of the CBI's early
Isaiah Bowman, the Chesapeake ONR supported- projects was a
Bay institute was formed in July, 1951 classified project to study
1948. The committee, composed entrances into the harbor and By
of representatives from Maryland, area. "In event of a major war,"
and Virginia, had been formed to Dr. Pritchard maintains that
solve some of the problems, such "since then none of our work has
as fishing rights, resulting from been listed as classified," even
the fact that both states borderee though until June, 1968, their
the Chesapeake Bay and the fact contract would have permitted it.
that the bay and its contents The reason for this was explained
didn't observe boundary laws.
as an "administrative
Thus, from its birth the convenience" which helped
Chesapeake Bay Institute has Hopkins personnel get clearance
centered its programs around the to disembark when they docked
physical aspects of the their vessel at a Navy Instillation.
Chesapeake Bay. However, its
Present Programs
founders chose to have a broader
Even
today, much of the CBI's
In
base in the area of finances.
support comes from the
financial
this aspect, their timing was Office of Naval Research. In the
excellent. At that time the federal fiscal year that ended June, 1968,
government was encouraging 57.6% of the Institute's $938,602
estuarine research, for these budget came from the Navy. The
waters were considered to have rest came from the Atomic
the most direct affect on man and Energy Commission (20.4%), the
vice versa. In another respect, National Science Foundation
their timing was less perfect. (13.3%), and the state of
Although Oceanography was to Maryland (8.7%). Dr. Pritchard
gain national prominence within specified that the funding of the
15 years, still a drastic shortage of CBI would continue to be broad
qualified personnel was available ,based.
for the field (a fact which still
Dr. Pritchard said that many
presents recruiting problems for long-range, continuing projects
most Oceanographic centers). were financed with these funds.
This was the situation faced by These projects included a study of
Dr. Charles Rand as he assumed surface waves, a study of
the responsibilities of first circulation or "definitive motion"
Director of the CBI. Confronted within the estuarine, and a study
by the myriad of problems that of turbulence within the natural
accompany the formation of any
environment. Also, being studied
new Institution, Dr. Rand still were the cycling and distribution
was able to get about $90,000 in of phosphates, nitrates and trace
funds and to recruit several men, elements. Dr. Pritchard added
including his successor Dr.
that present evidence indicates
Pritchard and Dr. Wayne Byrd. As that the phosphates, for example,
a side note, the Institute's first
are recirculated about every 1 or
boat, the Maury (named aftei
days. In relation to trace
2
Mathew Maury, the father of elements,
Dr. Pritchard
modern Oceanography), was built mentioned that
the importance of
with part of the $90,000 in studying these
rarer elements of
grants.
the sea comes from the existence
Within a very few years, of their radioactive
sisters and
operations were in full swing. from the
certain
fact
that
Early projects, shying away from inhabitants of the
store up
can
sea
biological research, primarily large quantities of these trace
included studies of the physical elements. Thus, one can see that
and chemical properties of the the direction of the CBI — to
Bay, or as Dr. Pritchard put it, study the physical and chemical
"the dynamics and kinematics." aspects of the Bay — is still
In later years, the Institute was to essentially the same as it was 20
also study patterns of distribution years ago.
of some plant and animal life, but
How is the Institute related to

Hopkins today and how do both
benefit from this relationship? In
opening this part of the dialog,
Dr. Pritchard depicted
Oceanography as primarily an
advance discipline because of the
requirement of a great deal of
specialized training. In addition,
the CBI has been from the start a
research organization operating
under the auspices of the
University. These two factors
have greatly limited the Institute's
association with the
undergraduate student body.
Course Offerings
Dr. Pritchard did, however,
refer to a course called
Descriptive Oceanography. This,
he said, is now part of the
undergraduate course offerings of
the Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences which recently
merged with the Department of
Oceanography.
On the graduate level, the
association is deeper and richer.
Many graduate students in the
Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences carry on
projects for the Institute.
Moreover, with the Institute on
campus • they make available to
the student certain tools of the
field, such as the research vessels,
which the average University
would not have.
Today, the facilities of the CBI
include Macaulay Hall which sits
quietly behind Mergenthaler Hall,
and three research vess1s. The
original vessel, the Maury, is still
in operation. It is a 65 foot, 33
ton boat with and operating speed
of up to ten knots. Also, there is
the Ridgely Warfield, a catamaran
built in 1967, which is 106 feet
long and cost $1,000 a day .and
$150,000 a year to operate.
Perhaps Dr. Pritchard was
addressing himself to the
unspoken question about the
CBI's objectives, when he
commented, "The Institute has
tried to provide at least one
segment of society with some gain
by our being able to have an input
of information to some applied
social problem."

I CLASSIFIED 1
BEEF UP YOUR BEAVER:
Brad's Beaver Protection Service Hits
Hopkins His slogan, "Give Me Beaver
or Give Me Death." Come one, come
all -- 207 Clark.
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CamargoCites Cuban Revolutionary Scores U.S. U.S. Invasion
RevoltCauses Involvement in Latin America Unjustifiable
(Continued from Page 1)

By DAVID MELAMED
feel that the university is culpable
The Cuban Revolution, stated'
for telling them "half-truths."
Camargo seemed to stress that economist-author Edward
in the more underdeveloped Boorstein, was a just struggle by
countries in Latin America, there the Cuban people to free
have been many disorders but themselves from economic,
most of them are not directed political, and military domination
toward positive political goals. He by the United States, through the
cited the environment in which Batista government.
Over 200 students crowed into
the youth lives as the major'
Wednesday,
reason for this haphazard type of the Garret Room
December
Boorstein,
to
hear
4,
confrontation. The environment,
former advisor to the Cuban
Camargo seems to feel, consists of
government and author of The'
circumstances which elicit feelings
Economic Transformation of
of hopelessness
Cuba, give the third speech of the
Milton Eisenhower Symposium
The environment, Camargo on "Revolution in Latin
seemed to feel, consists of America."
circumstances which elicit feelings
Boorstein first described the
of hopelessness and despair from social and economic conditions in.
the students. For instance, the pre-revolutionary Cuba,
growth of humanity seems to emphasizing the 25-50%
outpace food production; huge unemployment rate and the
urban aggravation exists; efforts weakness and instability of the
of other countries to alleviate the all-sugar economy. He analyzed
misery of the poor meet with these conditions, tracing their
strong political reaction; after. cause to American corporations
graduation, the students see little which "turned the Cuban
prospect of finding decent jobs; economy into a sugar factory
the legacy handed down to the designed for American
students from the older consumption and not the Cuban
generation (polluted water, people."
wasted and depleted resources) is
Next, Boorstein delved into
not one to instill respect. A new Cuban history, uncovering how.
generation imbued with a feeling, American domination was
of fatalism seems to be the result' facilitated by a forced reciprical
and Camargos added that the trade agreement at the turn of the
students have no reason not to century, three military
start conflagrations.
in
political
manipulation, and the "normal,
Anti-Bureaucratic
natural operation of American
corporations."
According to Camargo, the
Continually relating his
reaction is against bureaucracy.
analysis of the Cuban Revolution
Bureaucracy, said he, is the to Latin America and American
product of middle-class foreign policy in general,
intelligence in the exercise of Boorstein asserted that American
power. He reiterated that these imperialism is the chief obstacle,
revolts were not against a to Third World progress. He
socio-economic class. Bureaucrats, defined imperialism as "the
he said, seek security - a world in system by which large American
which nothing moves in leaps and corporations own land in foreign
bounds. This world doesn't countries and tend to dominate
provide scope for the imagination their economies. Imperialism is
,and the ambition of the young. also the system by which the U.S.
Camargo added that the young backs up these corporations
must realize the need for some diplomatically and militarily."
Before the Cuban Revolution,
social organization (such as traffic
lights), He said that the Boorstein explained, the average
philosophers in the universities per capita yearly income in the
don't provide answers.
countryside was less than $2 a
week. The average Cuban lived in
little hut with an earthen floor.
a
Camargo started
Meat,
fresh vegetables, milk,
talking about Colombia in
particular. He said that when medicine, and education were not
Colombia's young act, they act accessible to him. For the 3 or 4
positively, though radically. The months of harvest he worked as a
students will go off to the , field worker. For the rest of the
guerillas but not to "hippies" or, year he scrounged and starved.
Boorstein urged his audience
-me guru," said Camargo. He
"not
to believe this far-out
stated that the reason for this is
radical,"
but to consult the
that Colombia is not so poor nor
so seemingly hopeless as many of Catholic University study and
U.S. Government commerce
the other Latin American
reports from which he took his
countries and ,,the _students „still statistics.
have faith in the fruitfutuest of
the struggle.
Thus, he believes that in Latin
Amerida,7the youth movement is
often directed against dictatorship
and is sometimes a catalyst for
revolution of people as a whole.
He' contrasted this to Western.
Europe , and the-United States
where he believes that rebellion is
against the excesses of a consumer
society. Such-a rebellion is not
possible in Latin America because
a consumer society is an advanced
stage of industrialism which Latin,
America has not reached.
During the question and
answer period, Camargo declined
to answer a question concerning
U.S. business interests in Latin
America.

"But what has this got to do
with the U.S.? According the U.S.
commerce reports, Boorstein
pointed out, 22 American
companies owned 75% of the best
land in Cuba. The companies were
interested in selling in the
American market, not in
providing foodstuffs for the
Cuban people. So large amounts
of land remained idle and the rest
was used for the highly unstable,
c om m o di t y--sugar. Meanwhile,
"the bulk of the Cuban people
were impoverished, landless, rural
wage earners, unemployed
25-50% of the time."
"This kind of economy,"
declared Boorstein, "did not
happen by itself." At the close of
the Spanish American War the
U.S. occupied Cuba. According to
Boorstein, only when the Cubans
agreed to the Platt Amendment
which gave the U.S. the right to
intervene militarily to protect life
and property did the occupation
end. The U.S. intervened
militarily in 1906, 1912 and
1917. "How do you think Cubans
felt," inquired Boorstein, "when
military troops came in?"
"If the majority of Americans
had to live under that kind of
system (some of us do) we'd be
up in arms".
Also "rammed down the
Cubans' throats" was a reciprical
trade agreement: This served,
argued Boorstein, to suffocate
infant Cuban industry which
could not compete with American
goods on the free market.
Abraham Lincoln, Boorstein
noted ironically, "was a believer
in protection for infant industry
back when Britain was developed
and the U.S. was not. But when
we became the more developed
nation we began to believe in
reciprocal trade agreements."
In 1933, the Cuban people
rebelled against Antonio
Manchette, a dictator known as
the "Butcher". Sumner Wells,
explained Boorstein "was sent by
Roosevelt to defend American
business interest." After a series
of palace revolts, encouraged by
Wells to forestall revolution, San
Martin came to power. San Martin
was under pressure to nationalize
American businesses and the U.S.
re fused his government
recognition. Wells manipulated
behind the scenes; the marines
were mobilized; warships went
into Cuban waters. Batista was
installed into power and was
immediately recognized by the
U.S.
"This was not done under a
reactionary president," Boorstein
pointed out. "Rather it was done
under a liberal, Franklin
Roosevelt." Likewise, Boorstein
emphasized that the heads of the
corporations which created the
inhuman conditions in Cuba
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Another "Multi-Media" Mass
Film: "That's Me" with Alan Arkin
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"were proper people acting
without malice. But they ran their
companies like busineses. They
were interested ins profits-not
people."
Boorstein refuted the liberal
claim that thes revolution was
originally not anti-American.
"Collision with the U.S. was
inevitable from the start. The U.S.
owned, controlled, ran so much
of Cuba that they couldn't do a
damned thing without colliding
with the United States."
Likewise, it was inevitable that
Cuba became socialist for "you
had nationalized the entire
economy by nationalizing
American holdings."
Boorstein closed his speech
with a warning: "I'm talking to
you in your own self-interest.
Americans were able to do this
for a long time and get away with
it. We are now entering a period
in which the world is changing.
The world is beginning to rise
against imperialism. People will
not continue to live this way.
There are going to be many
revolts."

(Continued from Page 1)

revolution." "It was almost
exclusively a non-Communist
uprising," he went on to say.
Repercussions
In his opening speech, Mr.
Lowenthal concentrated on the
repercussions of the American
military action both at home and
abroad. He stated that the Unitec
States did not consult the
Organization of American States
before intervening, a policy
decision which hurt that council,
and soon the OAS "came to be
regarded as another American
trick."
American prestige was
damaged, as "world and Latin
American opinion-makers found
their faiths shattered or doubts
confirmed," Mr. Lowenthal said.
According to him, many
Dominicans lost their belief in
democracy, and "some were
convinced the United Sates will
oppose democratic revolutions
wherever they occur."
Speaking on the effects of the
intervention in this country, Mr.
Lowenthal emphasized the
necessity of not accepting it as a
fait accompli or as a success, as
this tends to "divert our attention
from studying the faults of
American foreign policy,"
Costs Considerable
Mr. Lowenthal also stated that
"the financial costs have been
considerable." Another
after-effect he mentioned was
that the landing of Marines
"heightened many American
journalists', senators', and
opinion-makers' distrust with
President Johnson."
The reasons for the April
rebellion were the main topic of
Mr. Garcia Godoy in his opening
remarks. Citing the cancellation
of elections Which were to be held
in September of 1965, he asserted
that "the people could not take it
any more." He also mentioned
the great frustration with the
government which had deposed a
legally elected one in a 1962 coup.
When questioned about the
future of Dominican politics, Mr.
Garcia Godoy revealed that he
would not be surprised if another
military takeover were to occur.

MannTimeSlot
GoesToS.D.S.
SDS will present the Friday
program of the Milton S.
Eisenhower Symposium on Latin
American Revolution. They were
asked Monday night to fill the
slot left vacant by the
cancellation of Thomas Mann,
Undersecretary of State for Latin
American Affairs. Mann has a
Friday meeting with LBJ.
SDS is planning to present an
in depth, factual study of United
States imperialism in Latin
America, concentrating on several
specific examples in selected
countries. The program will begin
with a general analytical overview
in the form of a film. Hasta La
Victoria Siempre, Toward Victory
Always, was made shortly after
the death of Ernesto Che Guevara
and opens in Bolivia, where he
was captured, tortured and killed.
In the film, Che develops his own
analysis of the conditions
(Continued to Page 13)

Linowitz Urges Hope
For Latins' Problems
(Continued from Page 1)

especially in easing poverty, he
said, must be in the "heart and
soul" of any reform in Latin
America.
The strong-arm tactics of Cuba
are "not in the future of this
hemisphere" Linowitz told the
audience. He claimed that most of
the South Americans understood
the superiority of such programs
as the Alliance for Progress over
the Castro system.
Cooperation
Ambassador envirions
U.S.
The
a future of mutual cooperation
among the 22 Organization
member nations. He emphasized,
though, that these nations'
policies need not be in the image
of the American system. To
illustrate the seeds of Latin
American cooperation, Linowitz
sighted the establishment in April,
1967, of a Latin American
common market. He said it is a
step in the right direction, though
now it is bogged down in

geographic and historical rivalries
and other problems.
Linowitz, the former chairman
of Xerox Corporation, sees
American private enterprise as
playing a vital role in the
development of South America.
This role could be accomplished
by U.S. businesses cooperating
with Latin American governments
or other private firms in the
countries in joint undertakings.
The introduction of American
businesses, he believes, would
raise wages and increase
prosperity.
However, Mr. Linowitz
emphasized that all these private
undertakings must be subordinate
to the wishes of the people. The
people must become involved in
these enterprises, he said, and
thus, having a stake in the future,
will progress through self-help.
Asked whether this business
domination could be interpreted
as imperialism, the Ambassador
replied that his objective was
cooperation, not domination.
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Hopkins Economists Weinbach:'A Fairly HappyGroup'
Unite Two Schools

(Continued from Page 1)
the employees feared for their of the all-black crews. In the case
of the afternoon shift, the white
recalled the threats and jobs.
supervisor was hired one year ago,
intimations which circulated two
Bus Fares
and had no prior knowledge of
years ago, when a union organizer
reduces
it
because
wage
law
By S.P. MAHINKA
Another of the grievances custodial work-. It was Mr. Walker
was
on
campus.
poverty. The Chicago school,
which was to be presented by the who taught his supervisor how to
Special tc, the News-Letter
No Unionization
along with Dr. Poole, believe it
committee concerned the failure operate a buffing machine.
There are no extremes creates more unemployment since
At that time, it was rumored of the University to raise salaries
represented in the Hopkins it forces the wage rate above the that the Hopkins custodial staff to offset the recent increases in
Mr. Walker feels that there
Political Economy Department, productivity rate thus making it would soon link itself with a large bus fare. Four times, employees
were
at .least twenty men, who
according to the department unprofitable to hire the workers. union. Finally, however, pressures approached Whitehead Hall
Chairman, Dr. Carl Christ; "On
"Since society has rightly from supervisory help forced the officials with the request that had worked at Hopkins for several
issues there may be different decided against poverty, we must organizing to be postponed. Mr. salaries be increased by a small years, who were capable of
Opinions, but there are no clear look for the most economically Walker saw the formation of this amount to counteract carfare handling a supervisor's job.
divisions of the faculty," he said. efficient way of eliminating it," committee as another first step increases. According to the
According to Mr. Taylor,
Assistant Professor William he said. Dr. Poole advocates the toward union affiliation.
employees, the attitude of •though all of the
supervisory
Poole agreed with Professor Christ negative income tax, since it
J. Wesley Taylor, Plant Whitehead Hall was "This is just a
that the department has no, provides for incentives by taxing Manager denies that there was job—you get to it any way you positions over blacks are held by
representative of extreme only a specified percentage of any coercion of employees, either can." Mr. Weinbach stated that whites, "it surely wasn't by
positions and is unified by its income the recipient ma;earn in now or two years before. "I have "It is possible that we might, in design." Mr. Weinbach assured a
News-Letter reporter that of the
stress on theory and analysis. addition to his returned tax.
never heard of any employee ever the future conceivably do more than 200 men
which
"The department is not as'
Poole stated that while in being coerced," he said, "and I something about it."
Hopkins has hired as custodians in
normative as some are," he said. principle the idea is good, it would be very distressed if such a
Mr. Walker also stated that the last five years, "I don't
think
would adversely affect economic thing were to occur."
many of the workers would like that we have ever had any
Chicago vs Liberals
efficiency if the support level
Mr. Weinbach added that the to have a black supervisor. On the qualified men on the
Dr. Poole outlined the extreme were too high since it would
custodial
positions of contemporary induce workers out of the labor University "could lives with a afternoon shift, all twenty of the staff."
union". He could not employees are black. The same is
economics as that between a force.
Mr. Walker has now all but
comprehend why Hopkins' true of the morning shift. Only
$3,000 Too High
group of free-market,
given up hope for formation of a
white
employees
were
unhappy.
He
has
crew
library
the
individualist, 19th-Century
He said the usual level cited
grievance committee. ."Everyone
members.
liberals referred to as the ($3,000 per year for a family of thought, "we have a fairly happy
is just too scared," he said.
both
directs
was
unaware
supervisor
group".
He
also
that
white
A
"Chicago school" at one end, and four) is too high since this would
the interventionist modern require an additional tax of 33%.
liberals at the other.
This would raise taxes to the
The "Chicago school", confiscation level, in his view, and
represented by Dr. Milton would reduce incentive. He
Friedman, attempts to "give the suggested Friedman's level of
individual the greatest amount of $1,500 as more realistic.
But a person could go to business in them,
Adler 72s, Alfred! Orion" and Nylon!
freedom consistent with living in
Dr. Poole stressed that "the
so refined.
they're
society," Poole said. To do this, 'economy is not as wealthy as is
Since high school you haven't had anything
they stress competition and assumed."
Believe me, Alfred, with Adler 72s your feet
like this on your feet...
distrust the government, placing
This view was challenged by
be on TV in living color!
could
socks.
like
gym
.comfy
and
thick..
nice
maximum reliance on the Assistant Professor John Owen
individual.
(who is teaching a course on
Since before the 1930's, poverty problems next semester,
changes in the free-market system 18.6), who said the economy
caused by special government potentially can guarantee
protection to oligopolies appropriate income supplements.
(frowned on by the Chicago "Technically, we can afford
school) caused breakdowns of the higher levels of support, but not
market rJsulting in distrust and a politically," he said, expressing
readiness to use government dissatisfaction with the recent
intervention by the modern presidential campaign.
liberals.
Double Their Pleasure
The remedy may actually be
he
Dr. Owen deplored the fact more perfect competition,
said. Dr. Poole emphasized, that it "is easier to get votes for
however, that there were often providing food and homes for the
valid reasons for government poor than for providing them
intervention, especially in cases with gin, TV sets and movies,"
wehre the "neighborhood effects" explaining that we are not
(ancillary adverse effects providing the poor with even bare
stemming from industrial subsistence, much less the needed
operation, such as pollution) arc opportunity to enjoy life.
He said that the current
obvious and must be remedied.
income to property, the military,
Poverty
Turning to poverty as a and advertising plus our high
specific example, he illustrated unemployment are all
the difference saying the modern unacceptable and detrimental to
liberals support the minimum efforts at alleviating poverty.
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Peace On Earth
Being the last issue before Christmas, the News-Letter wishes to
present its annual Christmas Awards to:
Russell Passarella who gets the Ed Sullivan Award for Stimulating
Entertainment. 2,000 tickets to any Sergio Mendes Concert goes
along with this award.
John Kelly, who gets the "I Want to be an Editor" Award and ten
copies of the 1968 Hullaballoo.
Robert Bilgrave, who gets a complimentary copy of the Invisible
Man.
Tom Smothers, who gets the "Great Imposter Award" for posing
as Dr. Robert Hogan all semester.
To Joseph Whitehill, the "Narcissus Award" for requiring
undergraduates in the Writing Seminars to buy copies of his book
"Previous Little," doubling its circulation.
To Larry Daniels, who gets "The Doyle Smith Award" and a
lifetime subscription to the News-Letter.
To Elia Katz, who gets the "Mein Kampf Award" for humble
creativity.
To Kenneth Bond, who gets the "Harold Stassen Charisma
Award," for exciting the minds of Young Republicans everywhere.
To Seth Feldman, the "Charley grown Award," for trying hard
for 20 years and still failing to score.
, To Lt. Colonel Jones, "The Catch 22 Award" for guiding his
troops to the heights of virile American patriotism in the face of our
aggressors.
To Victor Dates, who gets the "I Passed for White Award" in his
much publicized role as a Hopkins administrator.
To Chester Wickwire, who gets the "Marshall McLuhan Award"
for proving that religion is still relevant to multi-media rock n' roll
light shows.
To Lincoln Gordon, who gets the "Wanted Dead or Alive," for
denying that he was executed as reported, yet failing to offer any
physical proof that he is alive.
To Dr. Carl Swanson, who gets the "John Scopes Award for
Farce" as rumors continue to hint that one or two students may pass
the Biology I final this year.
To Wesley Taylor, who gets the "How You Gonna Keep 'Em
Down on the Farm Award" for proving that plantation labor policies
are still economical.
To Alf Weinbach, who gets the "Mayor Daley Personnel Award"
for hiring attendants to help the campus police in and out of their
cars.
To Notre Dame College, which gets the "Sisters of Mercy Award"
for offering absolution to all undergraduates on the pill.
To the Black Student Union, which gets the "Manchild in the
Promised Land Award" for surviving the monumental setback given
them by the Student Council.
To James Butler, who gets the "No News Is Good News Award"
for his editorship of the muckraking Johns Hopkins Journal.
To the Goucher Weekly, which at press time received the
Columbia College of Journalism "Best High School Paper Award,"
(class B, 1,000 students and under).
To Paul Stern, who receives the "Cleanliness is next to Godliness
Award" for telling the whole campus of his anal fixation.
To the Registrar, who gets "The Presses Must Roll Award" for
managing to fill both sides of the 1968-69 Course Listing.
To Col. Serena, who gets the "Dr. Spock Moral Rectitutde
Award" for his significant contribution ton the emotional
development of freshmen.
To Conrad Gebelein, who gets the "Light My Fire Award"for his
eclectic interpretation of "Ach Du Lieber Augustine" at Football
games.
To Dave Norris of the IFC goes the "Organization Man Award"
for being quoted as saying that the disadvantage of second semester
rush is that some freshmen might find that they can "make it on
their own."

By MICHAEL D. ORNSTEIN
Last week the Academic
Council once again demonstrated
that Hopkins is no academic
community. This supreme
academic body of the University
emasculated a request for student
representation and unanimously
voted to set up a token
"Committee on Student
Relations". This committee will
serve only to duplicate presently
existing channels of
communication between students
and the Council.
With the support of status
quo-oriented undergraduate
representatives, conservative
members of the Council turned
down a proposal made by the
Graduate Club to seat two
graduate students and two
undergraduates. It went so far as
to deny the request of one of its
standing committees, the
Graduate Board, to include
students in its deliberations. This,
in spite of the fact that the
Graduate Board had itself
unanimously requested this
representation. The Council also
reduced, from four to two, the
number of students sitting on the
Committee on Undergraduate
Studies.
In order to "establish a
continuing point of contact" with
students the Council set up the
Committee on Students
Relations. And this fits in very
nicely with the liberal rhetoric
about the need for "openness"
and "communication" and
"understanding" within our
institutions. But that isn't what
the Graduate Club was requesting.
What it asked for was a real role

for students in the
decision-making in the University,
not only consultation "contact",
but also a real voice and some
measure of power.
"Powerless" Students
Let us have a look at the way
in which the Academic Council
has chosen to view Hopkins. It
sees a dichotomized University,
with powerless students on the
other. Students are here to learn
and are thought of as transitory
customers. They have no real
interest in the University and no
competence to judge what is good
for Hopkins as a whole, or for
themselves in particular. Graduate
students, who play a vital and
indispensable role in research, are
denied representation on a
committee concerned solely with
their own affairs.
What are the arguments against
student membership? First there
is the "all this doesn't mean
anything to students anyway"
argument. But look at some of
the things the Council
considers--like degree
requirements and who gets
promoted and our stand on the
new federal law cutting off aid to
students who obstruct the
University. These are certainly
relevant matters. Students are
certainly not incompetent to deal
with them.
And perhaps students on the
Academic Council could do
constructive things too, like doing
something to raise the abysmal
wages paid the University's
employees or try to get more
black students admitted. Maybe
something could be done to
improve the horrible teaching

itandards at Hopkins.
Then why are the members of
the Academic Council so afraid of
just a few students? Other
Universitites have such
representation, and they have not
collapsed into chaos. At least one
Council member has made the
argument that student
representation would destroy the
confidentiality of its meetings,
and with it the atmosphere of a
council of peers.
Not Corporation
But what is the meaning of this
"confidentiality"? In its motion
presented to the Council, the
Graduate Club also called for
open meetings. What members of
the Council must realize is that a
university is not so simply a
corporation turning out research
as efficiently as possible. Secrecy
can only serve to make us less a
community. What we must strive
for is a university where each
member, be he student, faculty,
administrator or employee, takes
a part in the decision-making
process.
The Academic Council sets the
tone for the whole University. If
we decry an undergraduate
representative's acting as the
"moderate" spokesman of
reaction, if speak of the isolation
of many Hopkins students, we
have only to look to this supreme
governing body to see who sets
the style.
Sooner or later there will be
student representation on the
Academic Council,just as it exists
at many other universities. Why
not now? It would make Hopkins
a better place.

IGlee Club "Fairy" Talel
By TIM STOCKS
There is a charming story
relating the supposed strangement
and reconciliation of King George
1 and George Frederic Handel. It
seems that Handel was the court
composer for the Elector of
Hanover. One day Fred., as he
was known to his intimates,,
approached the Elector and said,
"Sire, I wonder if I might take a
few months off and visit
England."
The Elector said that a few
months would be all right but
cautioned Handel to return to
beautiful Hanover soon. Handel
went to England and found things
so pleasant that he overstayed his
leave. One can well imagine his
irritation when his former
employer ascended the English
throne as King George I. In order
to regain his former employer's
favor, Handel composed a musical
petition - Water Musick. The story
goes on to say that the King was
so pleased by this composition
that Handel was again the beloved
employee.
Unfortunately this tale is
untrue.
There is another charming
story going around. It seems that
The Johns Hopkins University
Glee Club, The Johns Hopkins
School of Nursing Chorus, five
soloists and one organist under
the baton of Ellery B. Woodworth
gave one of the best performances
of Handel's Messiah witnessed by
man.
Just as the other Handel story
isn't true, this story isn't true.
One could never make a
comprehensive listing of all the
flaws cround into this production

of Ha-riders oratorio.' A partial
report will have to do. The alto
choked up on "Behold a virgin
shall conceive." Admittedly this is
somewhat improbable, but she
did have time to accustom herself
to the notion. The soprano was
plagued by imprecision in "There
were shepherds abiding in the
fields" and subsequent sections.
The second soprano's lack of
breath control was painfully
apparent in "Rejoice greatly, a
daughter of Zion." The tenor,
while not bothered by technical
errors, showed that stoicism can
ruin an otherwise perfect
rendition. A good example of this
lack of emotion was found in the
aria, "Though shalt break them
with a rod or iron, Thou shalt
dash them like a potter's vessel."
Unfortunately, his voice got
across the concept of dashing and
breaking about as well as George
Wallace's voice got across the
feeling of Christian concern for
his fellow man. With regard to the
bass, one cannot find as much
fault. While it is true that on
occasion he wavered it was, all in
all, a competent bit of work.
Undoubtedly, the weakest was
the chorus. Their total
performance could be heard in
microcosm during the famed
Hallelujah Chorus. There is a
tradition of standing up during
the chorus which dates to one of
the earlier productions of Messiah
under Handers supervision. The
King of England (that stalwart of
Handel stories) attended the
performance, sitting quietly
throughout. For no apparent
reason (maybe he wanted to
stretlic his legs) when the first

"Hallelujah!" rang out, he stood
up. Since no loyal subject of the
King may remain seated while his
monarch stands, the whole
audience stood up. Somehow this
pointless custom has survived and
audiences everywhere will
lemming-like leap to their
collective feet at the first notes of
the Hallelujah Chorus. Evidently
Ellery B. Woodworth had no faith
in our lemming instincts as he
informed us beforehand of the
necessity of standing.
The chorus spattered out the
first "Hallelujah!" and I found
myself torn between two
conflicting reactions. One was
that of hilarity and the other was
to commit Hopkins' first mass
murder. However, I suppressed
my desires and discovered that
when I ignored the myriads of
missed notes, the ragged entrances
and the over-all lack of precision,
we could say in truth that their
voices were lousy.
Surprise
As I walked in back of the
power plant towards Charles
Street I saw a corpulent man
dressed in a style outdated for
over two hundred years pacing
about, approximately seven feet
above the ground. Back and forth
he paced, muttering imprecations
and flailing the air with his arms. I
crept up silently, fearing for my
existence, yet irrepressibly drawn
towards him. When I was
approximately five feet from him
he stopped his aerial ambulations
and held me in his ghastly gaze.
Before dematerializing he sighed
and muttered, "I never should
have left beautiful Hanover."
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Correspondence
MISUNDERSTANDING
To the Editors:
For the benefit of my anxious
friends and relatives who have not
yet succeeded in getting in touch
with me, I would appreciate it if
you would publish this letter
stating that I am not the
imperialist Gordon" who was
executed last week. I am alive and
well in Gilman Hall.

during the day when nature urges
one to be alone. On those
occasions how apparent is the
creativeness of Katz, Barber and
crew! Having provided, not one,
but two volumes, they have even
marked each tome with a number.
indicating the circumstances
under which it is best read.
Surely, our editors conceived of
this year's book in similar
situations.

Robert A. Gordon
Yes, this moving story of a boy
Assistant Professor and his culturally deprived
Social Relations playmates is wortky of
consideration. It is a remarkably
personal account, a journey of a
soul through the depths of hell, as
"UNIQUE PIECE"
it were. As the '68 Hullaballoo is
opened for the first time, one
senses the general theme of the
To the Editors:
Katz-Barber editorship:
Sex, violence, life, death; yes, "Abandon hope, all ye who enter
It's all there in the 1968 here."
Hullaballoo! Barber and Katz
have again produced a unique
Words of praise fail me! But I
piece. The gripping, compelling
narrative by Katz makes the story have one small insignificant
of the three little pigs look like a complaint to make, in terms of
children's story. And the design meaning to the vast
of the book, particularly the undergraduate body. Perhaps in
exquisite way in which it is future years the editors of
bound, reflect so accurately the succeeding Hullaballoos can be
depth of artistic appreciation and positioned (preferably hung by
their thumbs)in the mouth of the
taste of James Barber!
Loyola goal on the occasion of
the annual Charles Street
But enough with the mere Massacre, so as to obtain a better
exteriors, the real beauty of this view of another group of artists.
volume is its xersatility. Why have But then, with the obvious skill
a yearbook which is so narrow as and sincere love for Alma Mater
to belong to only one school, the which
Katz and Barber have put
editors reasoned. And so, in our into this year's effort, perhaps
forward-thinking tradition, Katz they were not aware of the
and Barber responded. The '68 achievement of these others. A
Hullabaloo is indeed universal; pity, but greatness speaks for
Why except for the itself; there is no doubt which of
..uriimaginativeness of the..schoul's these two organizations is most
•flame on the enduring case, this cherished and will be longest
book could belong to any school remembered.
from P.S. 23 through to, say,
Central High. Why mark a
And to the '68 Hullabaloo
Yearbook as the specific product
— your effort, your very
staff
no
when
with
institution
of our
endeavor, leaves me filled
trying
effort at all, it can be given to the
violent emotions evident
with
the
world'?
pages.
your
on
Don Bley
But I still haven't touched on
the true value of this year's
Class of'68
Hullaballoo. Published by the
POHL
CHAIRMAN
OF
WORDS
Soft-Weave Paper Products'
Publishing Company, this book is To the Editors:
SO appropriate for those times
In the interest of your readers,

MOMMY,Ifri AFRAiD
OF THE PtR)1(

I am prepared to disclose some
firsthand information which
should illuminate the cause for
the mysterious assassination of
Dr. Lincoln Gordon, the former
president of Hopkins, during an
invasion of the campus last week
by SDS members and outside
forces. Whereas your alert
reporters were fortunate enough
to obtain a photograph of the

Richard A. Zipser

Romeo and Juliet I
By BRUCE DRAKE
and
STEPHEN SHRIVER

gazing out to sea; and when she
felt his presence and the worship
in his eyes her eyes turned to him
If you go to see Franco in quiet sufferance of his gaze,
Zeffirelli's film version of Romeo without shame or wantonness.
and Juliet, leave your D.C. Allen Long, long she suffered his gaze...
Joyce caught the feeling in
pinhole view of Shakespeare in
words, Zeffirelli takes
the lecture hall.
Shakespeare and catches the
Romeo and Juliet makes you
image on the screen.
think, makes you feel, because,
* * *
Christ, you are only about twenty
now, and there's a girl - younger
Franco Zeffirelli's Romeo and
than you -(not Elizabeth Burton)
Juliet surmounts any superlative
who is in love. You hardly think
in the English language which
of literary motifs and whether the
could be applied to it. All the arts
film is true to the book, when
which go into a cinematic
Romeo and Juliet are together
production have here been
and it is dawn—grey haze in the
to tell Shakespeare's
synthesized
browns of the room—and they are
tragedy with rare eloquence. The
in bed.
You may, however, think of medium of the film liberates the
playing games with some traditional theatre from the
insignificant Goucher prep school confines of its stage. The great
product; or just the general danger lies in letting the camera
ugliness of leading the run all over the play and
sophisticated life of the elite dominating it, succumbing to the
plastic fantastic electric college new rigidities of spectable (the
long shot) and overemphasis on
generation.
.Somehow the, film,, in its characters (the close-up).
Zeffirelli has more than eluded
innocence, its photographic
these
pitfalls, ..and has instead
beauty, makes everything you
return to when you leave the created a' film of penetrating
- theatre seem irrelevant,' a , beauty. The camera of Pasquale
different world. They way to De Santiis is the servant of the
completely destroy your mind at play, and through it • the greatness
this point would be to go home, of Shakespeare has at last-conic to
- Passion
turn on your hard-sex Jimi life.
Hendrix and listen to someone on . It is a passionate tragedy
l-kuntley-Brinkley screming viewed through a passion-ate
"Confront the warmakers... camera. The film is an experience
confront the racists... confront in tension, a tension. which both
the reds..."
mentally and 'physically exhausts
Yet, these don't enter into the viewer. The camera is in
your mind.., what lasts is the constant and sometimes violent
HUMAN She was alone and still. motion. When the tension is

wrtims.

6

"Opinion will soon be free as air
on this campus and throughout
the land; but in order to make it
so, it will be necessary to

exterminate all those whose
opinions are not ours." As I do
not necessarily share this
conviction, I should perhaps
remain anonymous to ensure that
my fate will not be that of Dr.
Gordon.

Impressions

THE5
TO be
AFRAID OF, VARL W6.

r31b,i1Ov1L; 7H1143`.7, frommy (04106
To KU- ME AkV CAT MO

off-campus revolutionary, Ernesto
Rodriguez Pohl, they obviously
did not hear him make the
following remark to his mistress,
Tanya, during a lull in the battle:

BOT MOW? I 6"6"
TiE PAEt

(N)

-rHika5

violent, the camera makes -it
three-dimensional, conveys it to
the audience to include the
audience, through, a quick
succession of close-up cuts,
unusual angles, rapid zoom-ins
and pivoting camera. When the
tension is that of threatening
danger, it is a calm, but hardly
oblivious camera which frames
that tension.. In the balcony
scene, one is very much aware of
what the camera cannot show us.
The close,-up i used. most
sparingly here, and when it is,
zoomed or cut to the passion of
the two lovers, it is as if these few
moments were stolen from the
constant vigil against danger. It
seems that every camera shot has
been planned to create 'and
bolster tension, and there is a
distinct odor of human 'sweat at
the end of the picture, when you
.notice it for the first time.
,Love Wry,:„;7,
,„
Yet Romeo and Juliet,
'-is alove
story; and ,as the Iwo-4mm 'can
find solace together in the midst
of ;1 city in ciyjt war, so the
camera • is able to create arid
-convey peace and . joy arid love.
carved out of its constant motion.
Again the balcony scene:.:.the
lovers are lost in each 'other,. the
camera is tense; the lovers rush 1(
embrace, the camera,abandons.it
vigil and rushes into the. lovers'
kiss, and for • those moments the
world is that embrace.
Or the much-touted nude love
scene which, despite the
advertising pitch, is hardly of'the
sensational. kind, winchHwo,are so.
(('ontinued to Page 8)
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& Juliet: Perfection
(Continued from Page 7)

used to seeing even in good films.
Rather, the nudity is calm and
delicate, a study in youthful
beauty, in classical Greek
sculpture. The nudity implies not
sexual intercourse (typical shot:,
couple making it from the waist
up) but the TOTAL involvement
of the two lovers in each other.
The camera is quiet, the angles
gentle and softly mixed, and
though this is the dominating
motif, we cannot forget that

Romeo is in Juliet's chamber on a
double pain of death. We focus oni
what is inside the frame, yeti
strain to see that which is outside
of it.
The sickening horror of death
and wounds by sword, the.
impatient exuberance of two
young lovers as they secretly meet1
to marry, all is made real throughl
the finesse and fluidity of the
camera. It does not compete with:
the action, either byl
cross-purpose or overemphasis,i

• S.,

(73 v‘.

but rather complements the
action and actors. This is what
saves Romeo and Juliet from
being a Spectacle, though it is of
spectacular proportions. The fight
scenes, the crowd and marked
scenes, the feast scenes are, by the
frame and tempo of the camera,'
made real and human. The
emphasis is on the words, actions
and emotions of individuals, and
not on the assemblage.
Costuming
This is also due, in part,

-oti

9 1111
r

Model TK-66 offers you optimum music power
of 60 watts, with F.E.T. front-end, 5 IF
stages, silicon transistor amplifier, exclusive
power transistor protection circuit and other
outstanding features.
Truly the most
excitingly complete receiver,
feature for
feature, to be found anywhereat this price!

CUSTOM MUSIC SYSTEMS

'1.01ED

HIGH FIDELITY

HO

106 W. NORTH AVE.• BALTIMORE, MD. 21201

STORE HOURS
MON.10 a.m.to 3 p.m. — THURS. HI 9 p.m.
TUES. thru SAT.10 a.m.to 6 p.m.

however, to the elegantly subdued
costuming of Danilo Donati and
the realistically simple sets of
Christine Edzard. We are about
two wealth families, yet their
wealth is that of over a half a
millenium ago, which was not the
Roaring Twenties or Plastic
America. The sets and costumes,
bare of the bold and the bright,
emphasize the characters and
eliminate the possibility of the
camera getting hung up on
material superficiality.
For it is Shakespeare that is on
the screen, and Renaissance Italy.
Robust and bawdy, tender and
dramatic, the cast transcends the
awkwardness of the Elizabethan
English to make the characters
real and human. The
performances of Olivia Hussey
(Juliet) and Leonard Whiting
(Romeo) are, by themselves,
penetrating; yet that they are 15
and 17 respectively not only,
makes their performances
astounding, but also enhances the
perfection of the portrayals.
Because they are young, they are
awkward and shy in situations
where they should be; and
because they are good, they never
allow themselves to
overdramatize. Both have been in
the professional theatre for four
years; each was chosen from over
300 candidates for their role.
Olivia Hussey is the youngest
actress ever to portray the role of
Juliet professionally. Zeffirelli has
described her as "classically
beautiful with a husky voice and
mesmerizing eyes--perfect!
Exactly what Shakespeare would
have wanted."
Perfection
Pat Heywood, as Juliet's
Nurse, plays the classical
Shakespearean wench to

I

perfection. She is equally well
complemented by John McEnery
in the role of the rowdy but
troubled Mercutio, comrade of
Romeo. Michael York adds
robustness and dignity to an
already keen portrayal of the
pugnacious and cocksure Tybalt.
Milo O'Shea plays a convincing
Friar Laurence, portraying a man
of the cloth as they must have
been during those times; no
shrinking, effeminate monk here,
but rather a hardy tenderness, a
mischievous eye, and a kindly
assuring but stern hand.
The emotive music of Nino
Rota further supplements the
portrayals of the characters. It
does more than unify the film,
and its combination of delicacy
and strength escapes being
maudlin. It too does not
dominate, but rather blends with
the story. Likewise, its use for
accentuation is carefully chosen
and timed, and pushes rather than
pulls the moment to its dramatic
height. It is a varied score, which
often changes suddenly but
harmoniously with the action,
and is oftentimes subtle.
Leffirelli is a leading
contemporary interpreter of
Shakespeare. He has thrice
directed Romeo and Juliet for the
stage. In 1966, he directed the
world premier of Samuel
Barber'sopera "Anthony and
Cleopatra" for the inaugural
presentation of the Metropolitan
Opera at Lincoln Center_._ His first
film, made last year, was the
Taming of the Shrew with
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard
Burton.
Romeo and Juliet magnificent
in proportion yet delicate in its
humanness, opens at the
downtown Tower Theatre, 2
Charles Center, December 18.

This Weekend
I Visited Pam
By SETH FELDMAN
You may start feeling lonely.
You may notice that the majority
of the people you know at other
colleges, having just completed
their finals, embarked on their
vacations this (perhaps last) week.
You may be surprised to learn
that these vacations last anywhere
up to five weeks (during which
time the vacationer's mind is free
of academic burdens). You may
be disappointed to learn that your
Goucherette will have exams
when you are free and that you
will be throating for your finals
when she is. You will be struck by
the absurd stupidity of the
Hopkins schedule and you may
wonder why nothing has ever
been done to change it. You may
continue wondering until hell
freezes over and then you may
wonder some more—but you
better plan on finding yourself
here next year well into
December.
But why, Hopkins, you
Georgian bricked myth, why? It
would be so pathetically easy to
start the year three weeks earlier
and have finals done by
mid-December. And what would
be the great pain in starting
second semester the last week of
January so as to begin summer
vacation the third week in May?
The entire nation can adjust to
daylight savings time, can arrange
all its national holidays to fall out
on Mondays--is Hopkins so
cumbersome, is the momentum of
the status quo so powerful, that

quiet, defenseless little numbers
on a calendar cannot be
manipulated to optimum human
advantage?
Of course there are arguments
against -calender -reform.- There
must be at least one person
inconvenienced by not having to
worry about finals and term
papers over the winter holiday,
one person who thinks that
intersession should never be
longer than one week, one person
who wants to generously grant
other summer job hunters a
two-week start. Yet if such people
exist, one wonders if they are in
the true majority. If they are not,
it would not be inappropriate to
say that reform is called for.
There have been committees!
There have been committees!
There have been committees!
Revolution
There certainly have been
committees. In fact there is even
some talk that they will, with
university co-operation, have
achieved their reforms in next
year's academic calender. But
what if they have not? Will the
Hopkins student stand by while
(not some point of ideology ,but
rather) his own personal comfort
is threatened? It's not academic
freedom or secret research that is
being contested. It is an extra two
weeks at Fort Lauderdale, the
possibility of a Christmas job, the
chance to see one's old friends at
home—gut things, worth fighting
for.
(Continued to Page 8)
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Hiss Alendelsohnized by Nixon
By ED MENDELSOHN
When someone rises to
national prominence, there is a
tendency to magnify his previous
activities. Franklin Pierce and
Benjamin Harrison were minor
generals, but their campaign
biographies would indicate that it
would have been difficult to win
their wars without them.
Similarly there has been an
overstatement of Richard Nixon's
role in the Alger Hiss case.
Nixon's own account celebrates
him as the only member of the
House Un-American Activities
Committee to doubt Hiss' original
testimony; there is even a
contemporary letter from former
President Herbert Hoover
describing Nixon as the moving
force in Hiss' eventual sentencing.
Moreover, since Nixon is the only
force in the affair to have survived
in national politics, he and the
Hiss case have become
intertwined in the public mind.

has ever produced." Hebert also
made the argument concerning
Chambers later used by Federal
Counsel Thomas F. Murphy, that
"What motive would he have for
pitching a $25,000 a year job as
Senior Editor of Time Magazine
out the window" by becoming
involved in litigation with Hiss?
Thes command decisions, to
hear the testimony of Chambers
and Hiss, to subpoenae Chambers
for evidence in his pumpkin or
elsehwere, and even to designate
Nixon a subcommittee, of course
had to be made or approved by
Chairman Thomas. It is indeed
conceivable that Thomas, not
Nixon, might have emerged as the
hero of the piece. But before the
end of 1948 he had been indicted
on charges of padding his
Congressional payroll.
Stacked Traitors

However, it was Nixon who
moved decisively after the
Committee investigation, and
Actually, while Nixon had even after Hiss's trial, to build up
much to do with the Hiss case, so both his party and himself as a
did many others. Nixon definitely result. He made a speech referring
made himself felt. He took such to "traitors in the high councils of
an active part in the committee's our government who have made
interrogations that Committee sure the deck is stacked on the
Chairman J. Parnell Thomas of Soviet side of the diplomatic
New Jersey (born Feeney) at one table." In a speech referring to
point advised Hiss to answer "Mr. the judge at Hiss' first trial, he
Nixon's questions." On August said his "prejudice for the defense
17, 1948, when the Committee and against the prosecution was
arranged the first confrontation SO obvious and apparent that the
between Hiss and Chambers in a jury's eight-to-four vote for
New York hotel room, Nixon conviction frankly came as a
took the initiative in asking Hiss surprise to me." This accusation
whether he recognized Chambers. was not totally unfounded, since
Justice Kaufman had been active
in hectoring witnesses for the
Nixon also lingered in New York prosecution. He drew from
as a subcommittee of one in order
Chambers an admission of perjury
to interview Mrs. Hiss, who was
before the House Committee, and
coming down from Vermont. In he rebuked Mrs. Chambers for
the course of the arrangements
accusing defense counsel Lloyd
Hiss contributed to human Stryker of trying to stump her on
knowledge the thought that dates. (Since one count of the
''Vermont trains are
unpredictable."
indictment implied that Chambers
had not seen Hiss after January
Not Very Perceptive
1,1937, and there was also a
question of whether Hiss had
However, Nixon had not been owned a typewriter at the time he
as perceptive as he claims back on allegedly made copies of classified
August 5, when Hiss originally documents, there was much
appeared in closed session to concern with dates). However,
refute the charges made two days Justice Kaufman also prevented
earlier by Whittaker Chambers. Mr. Stryker from calling as a
witness Dr. Carl Binger to testify
Actually, he conceded the about .Chambers' psychiatric
possibility that Chambers, in condition.
calling Hiss a former Communist
agent,' had been guilty of
mistaken identity. Nixon shortly
Policeman Nixon
soured towards Hiss, but so did
other members of the Committee.
It was Democrat F. Edward
Most important is that Nixon
Hebert of Louisiana who spoke was the most ambitious member
the best summary of the case, of the Committee, and would
that "Whichever of you is lying is have most need of the Hiss case
the preatest actor that America for future political wars. In 1950,

Mr.Christian!

The Hiss case made Richard
when Nixon won the California
a national figure when he
Nixon
Republican senatorial primary.
Time Magazine cited his was thirty-two. It is quite
"hounddog" activity in the Hiss conceivable that he. might have
case. General Eisenhower was done well if there had been no
apparently making a similar Hiss case. In 1946, he defeated
allusion in the 1952 Presidential Jerry Voorhis, a five-term
campaign when he said of incumbent Democratic
Communist infiltration in Representative, and Time
government, "This kind of thing Magazine listed him first among
has been going on and on until the many new Republican
my running mate, Dick Nixon, Representatives (although
blew a police whistle and stopped misspelling his middle name as
Milhouse). But had there been no
it."

Hiss case, Nixon would not have
risen so fast. Had he not risen so
last, and still failed in his first
attempt at the Presidency, he
might have been too old to try
agaiIi.
..
In Six .Crises, Nixon expresses
concern that "a whole generation
of Americans had grown up who
had never heard of the Alger Hiss
case.— Nixon doubtless wants us
to hear about it and to somewhat
overstate his own role in it.

IF YOU'RE WORRIED
ABOUT CATCHING THE
HONG KONG FLU, STAY
AWAY FROM THE CROWDS
AT CUSTOM MUSIC SYSTEMS
DURING OUR KLH
SALE THIS WEEK.
Unless You Have Unusually High Sales Resistance, You'd Better Have Unusually
High Flu Resistance--Because What You're About To Read Could Easily Bring You

Get A Hu Shot,

Come To Custom Music

And Save On The KLII

Model Eleven.

Into The Midst Of A Fair Sized Crowd At Custom Music. All This Week We Are
Selling The Famous KLH Model Eleven System At A Reduced Price (And, As Most
People Know, That Kind Of Thing Doesn't Happen Very Often.)
The Model Eleven Like All KLII Equipment. Is An Outstanding Value At Its Regular
Price.

It Includes A Special Garrard-Made Record
Changer With Pickering V-15 Cartridge, And Two
KLH Speakers Electrically Mated To Their
Amplifier.

•
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But, As We Said, Custom Music Is Selling It
For S

This Week.

The Health Department Notwithstanding.

CUSTOM MUSIC SYSTEMS
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Custom Music has The KLII Radio;
Too. You Can Get The Amazing
KL11 Twenty-One Table Radio At
Custom Music Along With Some Of
Our Amazing
Counseling, For
The Price Of The Radio Alone: Only
$89.50. The Twenty-One has
Separate Bass And Treble Controls, A
Tape Output Jack, An Incredible
Full -Range 4-Inch Speaker,
Provisions For An External Speaker,
And It's As Sensitive As Many
Tuners. For $89.50 You Can't Buy
Anything Else Quite That Amazing.
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(Continued from Page 7)

The answer is creative anarchy.
If the administration wants to
wait until January for finals, let it
wait. You and your professors can
arrange (if necessary compress)
your courses so that they end in
mid-December. The same can be
done for second semester. The
Course Guide would list all those
going along with the calender
revolution, letting the student

plan his own calender as well as
his own schedule. Granted, the
plan might not work for
everyone, but it doesn't have to.
Faced with a half empty campus
every January, the powers that be
may slowly be convinced to join
with the forces of reality. On this
campus, that alone would be
worth the effort.

STORE HOURS
MON.10 a.m.to 3 p.m. — THURS.til 9 p.m.
TUES. thru SAT.10 a.m.to 6 p.m.
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The Student As Nigger
while taking the test. The teacher
isn't a provo; I wish he were. He
STUDENTS are niggers. When does it to prevent cheating.
you get that straight, our schools Another colleague once caught a
begin to make sense. It's more student reading during one of his
important, though , to understand lectures and threw her book
why they're niggers. If we follow against the wall. Still another
that question seriously enough, it • lectures his students at them in al
will lead us past the zone of . rage when they fall asleep.
academic bullshit, wherededicated
Dismiss
teachers pass their knowledge on
to a new generation, and into the
Just last week, during the first
nitty-gritty of human needs and meeting of a class, one girl got up
hang-ups. And from there we can to leave after about ten minutes,
go on to consider whether it, had gone by. The teacher rushed
might ever be possible for over, grabbed her by the arm.
students to come up from slavery. saying "This class is NOT
First let's see what's happening dismissed!" and led her back tc
now. Let's look at the role her scat. On the same day anothei
students play in what we like to teacher began by informing hi
call education.
class that he does not like beards,
At Cal. State L.A., where I . mustaches, long hair on boys, or
teach, the students have separate capri pants on girls, and will not:
and unequal dining facilities. If I tolerate any of that in his class.
take them into the faculty dining The class, incidentally, consisted,
room, my colleagues get mostly of high school teachers.
uncomfortable, as though there
Follow Orders
were a bad smell. If I cat in the
Even more discouraging than
student cafeteria, I become
known as the educational . this Auschwitz approach to;
equivalent of a niggerlover. In at education is the fact that students,
least one building there are even take it. They haven't gone
rest rooms which students may through twelve years of pubiic
not use. At Cal State, also, there school for nothing. They'vei
is an unwritten law barring learned one thing and perhaps;
student - faculty lovemaking. only one thing during those
Fortunately, this anti— twelve years. They've forgotten,
miscegenation law, like its their algebra. They're hopelessly
Southern counterpart, is not 100 vague about chemistry and
physics. They've been
Percent effective.
16botomized. But, Jesus, can they
Disenfranchised
fellow orders! Freshmen come up
Students at Cal State are to me with an essay and ask if I
politically disenfranchised. They. want it folded and whether their
are, in an academic Lowndes name should be in the upper right
county. Most of them can vote in ..,hand corner. And I want to cry
national elections, - their average and, kiss them and caress their
age is about 26 - but they have no poor tortured heads.
'oice in the decisions which affect
Students don't ask that orders
their academic lives. The students make sense. They give up
are, it is true, allowed to have .a, expecting, things..., to make sense.
toy government of their own. It is long be
they leave elementary
4. government run for the most school. Things are :true because
part by Uncle Toms and the teacher says they're true. At a
concerned principally with trivia. very early age • we all learn to
The faculty and administrators accept "two truths." as did
decide what courses will be certain medieval churchmen..
offered; the students get, to Outside of class, things are true to
' choose their own Homecoming your tongue, your fingers, your
Queen. Occasionally, when stomach, your heart. Inside class.,
student leaders get • uppity and things are true by reason of
(ebellious, they're either ignored, authority. And that's just fine
put off with trivial concessions, or because you don't care anyway.
maneuvered expertly out of Miss Wiedemeyer tells you a noun
position.
is a person, place or thing. So let
the.
Smiles
Please Her
A student at Cal State is
The important thing is to.
expected to know his place. He
Calls a faculty member "Sir" or, please her. Back in kindergarten..
'Doctor" or "Professor" - and he you found out that teachers only,
smiles and ,shuffles some, as he. love children, who stand in nice
st an ds Outside- the ,,professor's straight lines. And .t hat's where',
pflicc;"kiAirm fior, .per!ni§ion, to it's been at ever since i Nothing.
enter. The faculty tell him what changes except to get worse.
courses to take (in my. School becomes: more and more
department. English,. eveii obviously a prison. .Last year. I
electives have to be approved by a spoke to a, student assembly at
faculty menibor). tlmy tmlL him Manual Arts High :School and
what to read., what to moite;.and then couldn't get Out of the
frequently, where to set the goddamn school. I mean there
margins on his typewriter. They was NO WAY OUT. Locked:I
tell him what's true and 'what doors. High fences. One of thei
isn't. Some teachers insist that inmates was trying to make if
they encourage dissent but over a fence when he saw
they're almost always jiving and coming and froze in panic. For a
every .student knows it. Tell the moment. I expected sirens, a
man what he wants to hear of rattle of bullets, and him clawing!
he'll fail your ass out of the the fence;
What school amounts to, then,'
cou_rw
When a teacher says "jump.
for white and black kids alike, is a
students jump. I know of one 12-year COUrse in how to be
pmfessor who refused to take up slaves. What else could explain
class time for exams and required what I see in a freshman class?
students to show up. for. tests at. They've got that slave mentality:
0:30 in the morning. And they Obliging and inffatiating. on the
did, by Cod! Another, at exam surface but hostile and resistent
time, provides answer cards to be; underneath.
filledout - each one enclosed in a
As do black slaves. students
pape: bag with a hole cut in the vary in their awareness of what's
top to see through. Students stick going on. Some recognize their
tlwir writing hands in the bagsi own put-on for what it is and
By JERRY FARBER

even let their rebellion break'
through to the surface now and
them. Others - including most of
the "good students" - have been
more deeply brainwashed. They
swallow the bullshit with greedy
mouths. They honest-to-God
believe in grades, in busy work, in
General Education requirements.
They're pathetically eager to be
pushed around. They're like those
old greayheaded house niggers
you can still find in the South
who don't see what all the fuss is
about because Mr. Charlie "treats
us real good."
College entrance requirements
tend to favor the Toms and screen
out the rebels. Not entirely, of
course. Some students at Cal
State L.A. are expert con artists
who know perfectly well what's
happening. They want the degree
or the 2-S and spend their years
on the old plantation alternately
laughing and cursing as they play
the game. If their egos are strong
enough, they cheat a lot. And, of
course, even the Toms are angry
down deep somewhere. But it
comes out in passive rather than
active aggression. They're
unexplainably thick-witted and
subject to frequent spells of
laziness. They misread simple
questions. They spend their nights
mechan ically outlining history
chapters while meticulously
failing to comprehend a word of
what's in front of them.
Inward Anger
The saddest cases among both
black slaves and student slaves are
the ones who have so thoroughly
introjected their masters' values
that their anger is all turned
inward. At Cal State these are the
kids for whom every low grade is
torture, who stammer and shake
when they speak to 'a professor,
who go through an emotional
crisis every time they're called
upon during class. You can
recognize them easily at finals
time. Thei faces are festooned
with fresh pimples; their bowels
boil audibly across the room. If
there really is a Last Judgement.
then the parents and teachers who
created these wrecks are going to
burn in hell.
So students are niggers. . It's
time to find out why, and to do
this, we have to take a long look
at Mr. Charlie.
The teachers I know best are
college professors. Outsides the
classroom and taken as a group.
their most striking characteristic
is timidity.
J ust lOok at their Working
conditions. At a. 011ie when even
migrant workers have begun to
tight and win, college - professors
are still afraid to make more than
a token effort to improve their
pitiful economic status. In
California state colleges the
faculties are screwed regularly and
vigorously by the Governor and
Legislature and yet they • still
won't offer any solid resistance.
They lie flat on their stomachs
with their pants down, mumbling
catch phrases like "professional
dignity" and "meaningful
dialogue."
No Different
Professors were no different
when I was an undergraduate at
UCLA during the McCarthy era; it
was like a cattle stampede as they
rushed to cop out. And. ip more
recent .'ears. I found that my
being arrested in sit-ins brought
from my colleagues not so much
approval or condemnation as
open-mouthed astonishment.
"You could lose your job!"

Now, of course, there's the
Vietnamese war. It gets some
opposition from a few teachers.
Some support it. But a vast
number of professors, who know
perfectly well what's happening
are copping out again. And in the
high schools, you can forget it
Stillness reigns.
I'm not sure why teachers are
so chickenshit. It could be that
academic training itself forces a
split between thought and action.
It might also be that the tenured
security of a teaching job attracts
timid persons and, furthermore,
that teaching, like police work,
pulls in persons who are unsure of
themselves and need weapons and
the other. external trappings of.
authority.
As Judy Eisenstein has
eloquently pointed out, the
classroom offers an artificial and
protected environment in which
teachers can exercise their will to
power. Your neighbors may drive
a better car; gas station attendants
may intimidate you; your wife
may dominate you; the State
Legislature may shit on you; but
in the classroom, by God,
students do what you say - or
else. The grade is a hell of a
weapon. It may not rest on your
hip, potent and rigid like a cop's
gun, but in the long run it's more
powerful. At your personal whim
- any time you choose - you can
keep 35 students up for nights
and have the pleasure of seeing
them walk into the classroom
pasty-faced and. red-eyed carrying
a sheaf of typewritten pages, with
title page, MLA footnotes and
margins set at 15 and 91.
Timidity
The 'general timidity which
causes teachers, to make .niggers of
their students usually includes a
fear of the
more - specific fear
students themselves. After all,
students are different, just like
black people. You stand exposed
in front of them, knowing that
their interests; their values and
their language are different from
yours. To make matters worse,
you. may suspect that you
yourself are not the most
engaging of persons. What then
can protect you from their
ridicule and scorn? Respect for
Authority. That's what. It's the
policeman's gun again. The white
bwana's pith helmet. So you
flaunt that authority. You wither
whisperers with a murderous
glance. You crush objectors with
erudition and heavy irony; And,
worst of all, you make your own
attainments seem not, accessible
but awesomely remote. You
conceal your massive
ignorance—and parade a slender
.
learning.
'White Supremacy'
The teacher's fear is mixed
with an understandable need to
be admired and to feel superior, a
need which also makes him cling
to his "white supremacy."
Ideally, a teacher should minimize
the distance between himself and
his students. He should encourage
t hem not to need him -eventually or even immediately.
But this is rarely the case.
Teachers Make themselves high
priests of arcane mysteries. They
become masters of
inumbo-jumbo. Even a more or
less conscientious teaclier may be
torn between the desire to give
and the desire to hold them in
bondage to hint. I can find no
other explanation that accounts
for the way my own subject.
literature, is generally taught.

Literature, which ought to be a
source of joy, solace and
enlightenment, often becomes in
the classroom nothing more than
a source of anxiety — at best an
arena for expertise, a ledger book
for the ego. Literature teachers
often afraid to join a real union
nonetheless may practice the
worst kind of trade-unionism in
the classroom? they do to
literature what Beckmesser does
to song in Wagner's
"Meistersinger." The avowed
purpose of English departments is
to teach literature; too often their
real function is to kill it.
Dark Reason
Finally, there's the darkest
reason of all for the master-slave
approach to education. The less
trained and the less socialized a
person is, the more he constitutes
a sexual threat and the more he
will be subjugated by institutions,
such as penitentiaries and schools.
Many of us are aware of now of
the sexual neurosis which makes
white man so fearful of integrated
schools and neighborhoods, and
which makes the castration of
Ne'groes a deeply entrenched
Southern folkway. We should
recognize a similar pattern in
education. There is a kind of
castration that goes on in schools.
It begins before school years, with
parents' first encroachments on
their children's free unashamed
sexuality and continues right up
to the day when they hand you
your doctoral diploma with a
bleeding, shriveled pair of testicles
stapled to the parchment. It's not
that sexuality has no place in the
classroom. You'll find it there but
only in certain perverted and
vitiated forms.
Bleeding Brains
How does sex show up in
school? First of all, there's the
sado-masochistic relationship
between teachers and students.
That's plenty sexual, although the
price of enjoying it is to be
unaware of what's happening. In
walks the student in his Ivy
League equivalent of a motor
cycle jacket. In walks the teacher
- a kind of intellectual rough trade
- and flogs his students with no
grades, tests, sarcasm and snotty
superiority until their very brains
are bleeding. In Swinburne's
England, the whipped school boy
frequently gres up to be a
flagellant. With us the perversion
is intellectual but It's no less
perverse.
Sex also shows up in the
classroom as academic subject
matter - sanitized and abstracted,
throughly divorced from feeling.
You get "sex education" now in
both high school and college
classes: everyone determined not
to be embarrassed, to be very up
to date, very contempo. These are
the classes for which sex, as
Feiffer puts it, "can be a beautiful
thing if properly administered."
And then, of course, there's still
another depressing manifestation
of sex • in the classroom: the
"off-color" teacher, who keeps
his class awake with sniggering
sexual allusions, obscene titters
and academic inuendo. The
sexuality he purveys, it must be
admitted, is at least better than
none at all.
What's missing, from
kindergarten to graduate school,
is honest recognition of what's
actually heppening - turned-on
awareness of hairy goodies
(Continued to Page 13)
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Tutorial Course Added "Sun" Reporter SDS Emerges Victorious
To Hopkins Curriculum Fails to Confirm In Dorm Confrontation
Gordon Death

As part of the plans for an
expanded tutorial program at
JHU, a tutorial course entitled
"the disadvantaged child in the
urban setting--a tutorial
approach," is being instituted at
Homewood during the second
semester.
The course, number (S)23.32,
will be taught by Dr. Wickwire,
Mrs. Lynn Kagen, a director of
the tutorial programs here, and a
series of guest lecturers.
According to a recent circular, the
course "will deal with ghetto
culture, the role of the tutor and
the effects of poverty and racism
on learning." Problems of
institutional racism, the
influences of dialectical
differences in phonics, and
English as a second language,
among other things, will be
discussed.
In addition to a Thursday
afternoon lecture where reading
material will include works by
such personalities as Malcolm X
and Stokely Carmichael, the
course will also include field work
where students will tutor children
primarily in the ghetto areas of
Baltimore's inner city. The course
will attempt to psychologically
prepare the tutor for his
assignment by informing him of
ghetto conditions.
However, consistent with
present tutorial program policies,
the primary emphasis is to be put
on the development of specialized
tutoring techniques emphasizing
reading and math skills enabling
the tutee to attain greater
academic advancement.
Cultural Aspect
This stress of the technological
aspect does not negate the
cultural aspect of the relationship,
such as the establishment of firm
friendships between tutors and
tutees. It is now felt that tutors
can manage to overcome any
empathy barriers themselves, with
their current success in this area
constantly cited as proof of this.
Tutoring at present is divided
into two programs, the Hopkins
Program and the Saturday
Morning High School Program
held here. The former involves
ninety Hopkins undergraduate
students as well as ten graduate
students who go to a tutee's home
and aid the student on a one to
one basis. The latter program
brings 275 high school students to
the Homewood campus on
Saturday mornings to be tutored
on the same basis as the Hopkins
one to one program.
There are now 300 tutees on
the waiting list as well, as an
increasing amount of Hopkins
students who have expressed a
desire to be tutors who would
more than make up for the very
small attrition rate of the
program. Any one interested in
tutoring and taking the new
course should contact the
tutoring office or call HO 7-3300,
extension 403 or 624.
The volunteers are working
without pay and are interviewed

beforehand to ensure reliability.
Funds for the program now come
for the Student Association with
the Baltimore City School System
paying for transportation to and
from teaching assignments
through January 31, 1969, after
which sources of funds are
uncertain.
Candidates are presently
provided by the Community
Action Agency and the Public
School System, involving mostly
schools from Title I areas, with
school supervisors in the various
counties of the Baltimore area
also expressing great interest.
According to the program's
organizers, all the parties involved
have been more than willing to
cooperate.
The approach of the program
is a very flexible one with each
tutor ultimately deciding on how
to approach the subjects being
studied. The tutor may consult
the tutee's teacher. The tutors are
also encouraged to work with the
student's parents to establish
more contact. Progress reports are
submitted by the tutors each
week for review by the directors
of the program.
The use of eye screene
(informal tests) is being standard
with tutees suspected of having
eye trouble being referred to the
Public Health Service. Grading is
optional although an effort at
positive reinforcement involves
giving the student easy work to
do at first and making the sessions
as "unschool-like" as possible.
The expansion planned for the
tutorial programs here comes on
the heels of an already explosive
increase in the size of the number
of students involved. Last year,
forty Hoppies participated as
compared to twenty-five two
years before. It is believed that
the heavy concentration in
recruitment during the freshmen
orientation "Give A Damn!"
sessions was a principal cause for
the current seven fold increase in
participants.
The programs are now eight
years old with their great success
resulting in the formation of six
to eight other tutorial groups in
the locale receiving information in
organization as well as constant
guidance from the Hopkins
organizers. The success of the
Homewood group is attributed to
the great rapport resulting from
close contact and organization. It
has been a fight to get the
students off the campus and into
the environment, but the battle
finally appears to be going in I
favor of community involvement.
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Dealer inquiries invited

The Baltimore Sun had one
very upset reporter on its hands
last Friday as a result of the
News-Letter invasion story.
Acting on a telephone tip, the
reporter, whose name could not
be learned, picked up a copy of
the N-L and discovered that the
"imperialist Gordon has been
executed."
The reporter went first to
Homewood House in order to
check out the story. At the time,
however, no University officials
were there adding to the
reporter's suspicions of an aired
Coup.
He went to Gilman Hall next
in order to check the story with
Dean Allyn Kimball. The reporter
demanded that Kimball's
secretary let him see the dean at
once: The secretary asked him to
wait, but he kept insisting that he
must see Dean Kimball
immediately.
Kimball, hearing the ruckus in
his outer office, came to speak to
the reporter. According to
Kimball, who related the story
while giving a talk at the ZBT
fraternity house, the reporter
refused to believe that the
News-Letter story was fictitious.
Kimball said that it took about
fifteen minutes to calm the
reporter down and convince him
that Dr. Gordon was still alive and
Homewood secure in the hands of
the administrators.

Spurred on by its fictional
take-over of the University in last
week's News-Letter the
Hopkins chapter of the SDS
produced a real confrontation this
week with administration officials
at the dormitory cafeteria.
The action began this past
Monday when several SDS
members, including Eduardo Joly,
set up a booth to distribute
literature on the Eisenhower
Symposium in the lobby of the
cafeteria. The booth was in a
corner of the lobby, an area
t ra di[I malty used , by campus
groups to disseminate
information, sell tickets and hold
elections.
After about half an hour to 45
minutes, Mr. Reinke, the manager
of the cafeteria, noticed the table
and asked the SDS members it
they had permission to set up a
booth in the cafeteria. They said
that they did, and a conversation
ensued among Mr. Reinke.
Eduardo Joly and Jerry Van
Voorhis, the assistant counseloi
to Col. Serena for the upperclas
dorms.
Secret Rules
Mr. Reinke said that no booths
could be set up without
permission according to the
instructions he had received from
Wesley Taylor, the Plant Manager
at the beginning of the school
year. Mr. Reinke said that the
Plant Manager's Office had sent
him a written sheet outlining the

procedures for using the table in
the cafeteria lobby: • However,
such regulations were not given to
any student organizations nor
were they reprinted in any of the
undergraduate manuals.
Mr. Reinke added Chat the
Baltimore Symphony, the DSRC,
the Student Council and other
groups had received his
permission, the permission of Mr.
Bilgrave or the permission
Mr.
Taylor, before they set up booths
in the cafeteria lobby this fall.
llowever, the SDS claimed that
Mr. Reinke had no right to
confiscate their literature or to
deny them the right to distribute
it in the cafeteria. They got their
pamphlets back and returned on
Tuesday in larger numbers to
reassert the rights they claimed.
Reinke summoned Robert
Bilgrave, Director of Student
A ffa irs, who c onferred with
Reinke and SDS spokesmen.
Bilgrave asserted that he had "no
objection to anyone handing out
any literature at any time.., as
long as routine cafeteria service is
uninterrupted."
Bilgrave promised SDS leaders
that he would issue a
memorandum to this effect in
order to create a -standard
operating procedure such as exists
at Levering Hall" for groups
wishing to set up literature tables
in the dormitory cafeteria. Under
such a procedure, groups would
not be required to ask for
permission to disseminate
literature

Baltimore Experimental Film Society
showings at

Experimental Theatre Club
853 North Howard Street
presents its

WINTER FILM SERIES
January 10-11

January 31-February 1

February 21-22

A New York Underground Classic by
Andy Warhol
I, A MAN

Some of the Best from Baltimore
Film-makers
SPACING
FLY BOY
UNTITLED
NUDE DREAM
FINGER-LICKING GOOD
LOVE YOU POLLY PARKER
LEARY

Animation, Collage and
Science Fi ction
SINS OF THE FLESHAPOIDS
CONCERTO EROTICA
FLORA
BREATIIDEATI1

January 17-18
Films by Baltimore Film-maker
John Waters
EAT YOUR MAKE-UP
ROMAN CANDLES
Previews, MONDO-TRASHO

January 24-25

February 7-8

Samples from the West Coast
Underground
GOD IS DOG SPELLED
BACKWARDS
SOLITAIRE
7362
PLASTIC HAIRCUT
WIPEOUT
ESCALATION
MUGGINS
UNC
BOUNDARY LINES
THE POON TANG TRILOGY
FFETCM

Magic Lantern Cycle Films of
Kenneth Anger
KUSTOM K AR COMMANDOS
FIREWORKS
EAU-- D'ARTIFICE
SCORPIO RISING
INAUGURATION OF THE
PLEASURE DOME

February 28-March 1
Philadelphia and L.A. Experimental
Films
DOPPLER EFFECT
PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE
CAPTAIN BREZEWSKI
UP TIGHT ... L.A. IS BURNING

March 7-8
A Warhol Film starring
Viva and Taylor Mead
NUDE RESTAURANT

February 14-15
Baltimore 'Teenage Film-makers
Premiere
THE LOTUS EATERS

March 14, 15, 16
A Gala World Premiere
MONDO-TRASHO by John Waters

Membership is now open for the recently incorporated non-profit Baltimore Experimental Film Society. By
providing local screenings for Baltimore film-makers and bringing significant underground films from around the
country, the society intends to stimulate interest and participation in local film-making. Efforts will be made to
include representation of all trends, innovations and techniques.
The Winter Film Series will begin January 10, 1969. Weekly midnight showings will be held Friday and Saturday
nights at the Experimental Theatre Club, 853 North Howard Street. A one-time membership fee of $5.00(S2.50
for students) is required. Dues will be assessed at each showing: S2.00 for members, S3.00 for guests of
members.
ion
imo
ism
im
NEI
Mail this form with a S5.00
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
(S2.50 for students) check
Name
or money order to:
Address
Baltimore Experimental Film
City
Zip
Society, Inc., 1227 Park Ave.
School
Baltimore, Md. 21217
Age
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Growing Membership Is Sign of NAACP Relevance
This is the second ofa series of
interviews With officials from
metropolitan 'black civil rights
organizations. The Mlowing
bet wee n News-Letter reporter
Mark Relater and Mr's. ,Juanita
Mitchell, Legal Redress Chairman
and former State President of the
NAACP. was conducted this
week. Elipses mark excerptions of
parts of the interview.

determine his citizenship
rights. There are some forces
calling for re-segregation—the
call for black schools, black
teachers--this distorts the
entire concept the NAACP has
for years fought, just as we
have fought for the inclusion .
of Negroes in public schools.
The NAACP has also fought
for mores Negro history in
public schools. But the calls
for black schools, black:
businesses --black
capitalism --and black•
communities is a call for
re-segregation which will again
lead to suicide.
Endurance
When you look into the
history of the fight for freedom in .
America there have been periods
in American history when these
same calls for separation have
flourished then died. There was
the time in the 1920's when,
Marcus Garvey called for the
Negroes to go back to Africa. He,
bought a big steamer, and the idea.
was to transport Negroes back to.
Africa. It died out. Meanwhile, we
just kept moving up freedom's
road. We fought in the late 1920's'
for fair housing ordinances. .The
Communists then were calling for
a 49th state for all Negroes. And
that died out. The NAACP kept,
fighting for the end of segregation
in public universities and
schools—always moving toward
the mainstream of American life.

This is the direction the NAACP
will continue to take. This cry for
segregation can only lead tc
further alienation, to further
exploitation, to further hatred,
and to retrogression.
N-L - Do you think such a
statement as in The Crisis will
hurt the effectiveness of
Negroes gaining their rights
through unity?
Mitchell - This business of Negro
N-L - In the November editorial
unity, just as the so-called
of the NAACP's official organ,
Jewish unity and the supposed
The Crisis, black militants were
unity of other minority
condemned as opponents of
groups, is really a myth. There
integration and speakirtg..only
is no such. thing. There are
for a minority of black people.
Jews who are anti-Zionist and
Does your branch agree with
Jews who are pro-Zionist.
these assertions;
Likewise, Negroes are human
Mitchell - What the NAACP
and are as divided in their ideas
editorial said is that it can't
as anyone else. We have
approve or condone the black
advocated the use of the ballot
militant's call for violence or
by the black people as a means
reject of int egration. The
to get their rights. But this
NAACP was historically
business of Negro unity even if
founded in 1909 and has
it means allowing calls for Mrs. Juanita Mitchell., Legal Redress Chairman of the Baltimore
worked for over a half a
violence in our democracy is Branch of the N. A. A. C. P.
century for the integration of
ridiculous.
Negroes into the mainstream
two brothers who had killed two weeks of deliberation, the
Who's Irrelevant?
of American life. Any calls of
allegedly a police officer. It was a Federal District Court agreed the
N-L - The Chairman of the
re-segregation, is a call of
very reprehensible police action searches were illegal, but they
Baltimore Chapter of CORE, and with drawn shotguns, they
suicide.
live in a
would issue no injunction because
who we've talked to, says the
democracy. The NAACP's
would climb up to tile roofs of they believed it would never
NAACP is now "irrelevant," homes then climb down and enter
whole drive has been to break
happen again...(The Fourth
and is out of touch with the
down the barriers against
the homes without a search Circuit Court of Appeals
average Negro living in the
colored people and allow them ,
warrant. Any tip they thought overruled the lower court action
slums. What is your reaction?
to rreceive the rights given to
was sufficient to enter homes of not issuing an injunction, and
Mitchell- That is most interesting. without warrants... All the civil
them under the law... All this
a
Ask how many members . rights organizations, including it called the police action
time we have stood on the
of
flagrant
Bill
disregard
of
the
CORE has. The NAACP is the CORE, called on the governor,
premise that the color of a
won
historic organization that has tile mayor, and the police Rights)... As a result we
man's skin should not
Baltimore,
relief
for
citizens
in
had the major support from
commissioner urging them to halt
all
the black community. This is the raids. An unprecedented and in so doing won relief for
citizens in our country. This is an
evidenced by its continually
meeting of the governor, the example of what we do.
growing membership—the local
mayor and the state attorney N-L - So you do have the support
NAACP is the largest civil general agreed the raids were
of the common man?
rights organization in the city
necessary and legal.
Mitchell
- Yes, because we fight
and state. There are over
against injustices effecting the
Alone
10,000 members—paid
common man. We fight and
against police brutality has long
(Continued from Page 1)
members—in Baltimore alone.
The NAACP alone got the
have long fought against police
There are 23 branches plaintiffs together and filed a
and continuing accomplishments, been an unpopular one. We knew •
brutality when it was very
police
brutality
was
a
that
throughout Maryland. So tile petition in tile Federal District
and rebuked CORE's assertion
unfashionable to do so, we
question of what organization Court of Maryland for a
that this organization is technique of exploitation — to
have fought against the abuses
"irrelevant" for the average black. keep the community in its place.
is relevant and irrelevant, I permanent injunction to restrain
to the domestic workers, we
So we fought this, which was to
think, can be illustrated by the the police commissioner in
have
been the forefront of
Mainstream
the power structure of Baltimore
faith the average Joe has in the engaging in these raids without
desegregating
public schools
NAACP which leads him to warrants. We went to court at a
Mrs. Mitchell was extremely a very unwelcome fight."
and
fighting
abuses
in tile
after
a
march
Finally,
in
1942,
pay his $2 membership a year. time when there was no legal
critical of the proposals for black
welfare
system.
These
are
areas
Now I saw a recent press precedent on the books... There
capitalisth. Her organization views on Annapolis, tile white power
have
where
other
organizations
restrict
the
began
to
structure
statement that the Baltimore
them as a detour from their goal
was no actual case where an
launched
few
protests.
Chapter of CORE has 50 injunction was issued from a
of economic integration in all unrestrained powers of the police.
One of the reasons why other
members, 40 Negro and 10 court from a police commissioner.
levels of American industry. "We But still recently the NAACP had
do not sometimes
organizations
white, that between 1962 and
are headed for the mainstream of to light through the courts to
There were all kinds of pressures
searches
in
black
forbid
police
'64 they were able to raise
American economic life. And we
(Continued to Page 13)
on us to drop the petition. After
$8,000 but only $2,000 since
won't be sidetracked by running, a residences without warrents.
In the areas of open housing,
then. Tile NAACP has a
kw black gas stations or shoe
year-around office and staff
shining corners. We want to see integrated public schools, public
blacks and whites together recreational facilities, and public
that fights police brutality
running the industries," Mitchell transportation Mrs. Mitchell and,
C omplaints, job complaints,
presents
the NAACP made significant
emphasized.
and prepares for local, state,
Mrs. Mitchell has always progress over the years.
and federal legislation, and
The NAACP represented Carl,
believed in the American dream,
since 1957 we've had
and looks upon the Constitution Murphy, a graduate of Howard
year-around voter registration
as a source of legal and political University, in his unsuccessful
campaigns. This registration,
power for the black man. "It's drive to gain admittance to Johns
helped by the Afro-American
not a question of whether the Hopkins in 1915. In fact, Mrs.
newspapers, has resulted in tile
whites are willing to give us Mitchell noted, "It was not until
election of four city
DYLAN THOMAS, THE BIBLE, THURBER,
Freedom." the attorney stressed, fairly recently that Hopkins let
councilmen, 11 state
barriers
(of
legislators, and we hope this
"but by the use of the ballot they down the
will lead to the election of a
will have to listen to us." Black segregation)."
FERLINGHETTI, DICKENS, PEANUTS,
Mrs. Mitchell denounced the
Negro congressman and other
voter registration is seen,
charter
to
Union's
Students
Black
elected officials.
therefore, as one of their most
H.L.MENCKEN
essential functions. Through their exclude whites as "racism at its
Tolerant
NAACP
the
said
that
She
worst."
voter registration drives locally
I think in light of this the
**********
since 1957, the NAACP has seen fought to end segregation in
NAACP can be tolerant to groups
could
and
she
fraternity
houses,
"11 state legislators and 4 city
who speak that way about us.
FOLK BLUES by
councilmen" from the local Negro not tolerate this reverse
Just look at the difference in the
segregation.
community in 10 years.
organizations and tile victories we
The former State President of
CAROLINE IN PURPLE
have run through the courts. For
Accomplishments
the NAACP sighted the
example, CORE was in Baltimore ,
The local branch of the membership figures of her group
SOUL SPIRITUALS
when we had a massive raid on
NAACP was set up in the first to refute the claims of CORE and
300 Negro residences by the
decade of this century, and it has other radical black groups that
police department looking for
THE MAJESTIC ENSEMBLE
been in the forefront of the NAACP is irrelevant." "There.
are
over
10.000
paid
members
in;
picketings.
de-segregation cases,
We need your head in our
and other drives for black Baltimore alone... So the question!
business
freedom. They have continually of what organization is relevant, 1.
St Paul Barber Shop
fought against police brutality think. can be illustrated by the;
faith
.threats
of
the
average
Joe
the
;
continual
has
in
against
3120 St. Paul St.
violence. Mrs.. Mitchell NAACP which leads him to pay!
Across from Eddis's
remembers. "The NAACP's fight his .S2 membership a year."

NAACP Official Hits
ExtremistMinorities

LEVERING HALL YMCA

'CHRISTMAS '68"

Readings and Music
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Mann Cancels Speech;
Call for Black Capitalism Seen
As Sign Of Nixon's Conservatism SDS To Take His Place
(Continued from Page 12)

Protest is that they are supported
by many middle class blacks who
feel the need of police
protection.., and some are
financed by big, block funds...
Another reason is that many
people we represent have criminal
records, and this is considered to
be too risky.
The NAACP's fight against
police brutality has long been an
unpopular one. We knew that
police brutality was a technique
of exploitation—to keep the
community in its place. So we
fought this which was to the
Power structure of Baltimore a
very unwelcomed fight. In 1942
the NAACP formed a citywide
committee, The Citizens for
Justice, and we had a march of
2,000 citizens on Annapolis. We
had had six killings by police in
18 months climaxed by the
shooting of a black soldier in the
back by, it was said, a drunken
policeman...We channeled these
tensions on the march on
Annapolis because we could get
no redress from the police
commissioner, the grand jury
indicted the policeman only to
reverse the decision a few days
later, and we wired the governor,
but he did not answer us. As a
result of the march and a meeting
With the governor at that time, he
(the governor) appointed the first
inter-racial commission which
later was sanctioned by the
legislature. The commission
investigated the shooting incident
and later tackled other black
problems... A report issued by the
commission recommended that
action be taken by the grand jury
against the police offer, and, more
important, it said the police
commissioner should conduct
department hearings on
disciplining his own men... This
started a whole new nationwide
Pattern of police review of their
actions...
First In South
From the petitions we made
after the 1 954 desegregation
decision by the Supreme Court,
Baltimore was the first city south
of the Mason-Dixon Line to
integrate their public. The same
board of education which refused
to desegregate before the court
ruling, was the same one that
Went on the Voice of America...
N-L - Going back once more to
CORE's views, they look upon
the ghettos as something
permanent. You seemed to
have implied that they are not
permanent.
Mitchell - Yes, we do not look at
the ghettos as CORE presumes
them to be as permanent
fixtures of American life. We
see their gradual
disa • iearance—and that is very

Complete Bachelor
Service
Fluff Dry & Fold
Shirts - Dry Cleaning

soon. We have faith in the
American promise—that we are
going to have equal
opportunity to live whatever
we can afford to buy and to
get the education and job
opportunities that our talents
can achieve. We haven't given
up, and we are almost over the
hill legally and we will not give
up now...
Black Capitalism
On black capitalism, I think
that it is no accident that a
conservative Nixon would make
as his campaign platform his
interest in helping black
capitalism because that is really
segregation, and I think that
groups such as CORE are fooled
by this idea. Nixon won on the
backlash vote. The NAACP is not
fooled. We are headed for the
mainstream of American
economic life. And we won't be
sidetracked by running a few
black gas stations or shoe shining
corners. We want to see blacks
and whites together running the
industries...
N-L - Some radical groups,such as
the Black Panthers and CORE
claim that the white
community will not grant de
facto freedom to blacks. Do
you see any recent trends to
refute this?
Mitchell - It's not a question of
whether the whites are willing
to give us freedom, but by the
use of the ballot they will have
to listen to us. There are two
sources of power in America,
economic and political.
Through political means we
aim to get the economic
power.
Some think it is more easy
and more direct to throw a
Molotov cocktail than to go
door-to-door and register. We
don't see it that way. We have
to educate our people that in a
democracy we have the tools
to correct injustices. These
young radicals laugh at the
laws, but as a result of our
crusade for 1965 Voting
Rights Act and the 1957 Act,
which was before the March on
Washington, before the sit-ins
and the like, we have gotten
hundreds of thousands of
Negroes registered in the
South, and. have elected
justices of the peace, county
clerks, and other openings.
N-L - Concerning Hopkins, the
Black Student Union wants, as
part of its charter, tO exclude
all whites. What is your...
Mitchell - Ridiculous. And I
oppose it, and I think it is
undemocratic and
un-American. The NAACP has
fought against segregation
against Negroes in fraternity

houses. For Negroes at this
date to call for the exclusion
of another race is racism at its
worst. We can ill afford it.
N-L - Could you please tell us
about the Carl Murphy Affair?
Mitchell - He was a Negro
graduate of Howard University.
He applied to Hopkins
graduate school in 1915, and
was rejected on the grounds
that Hopkins, though a private
school, could follow the
separate but equal ruling, and
it chose to not allow Negroes
in.
N-L - Did he ever get in?
Mitchell - No. It was not until
fairly recently that Hopkins let
down the barriers.

(Continued from Page 10)

Educational oppression is have immense unused power.
underneath the pctti-pants, the
trickier to fight than racial They could, theoretically, insist
chinos and the flannels. It's not
oppression. If you're a black on participating in their own
that sex needs to be pushed in
rebel, they can't exile you; they education. They could make
school; sex is pushed enough. But
have to intimidate you or academic freedom bilateral. They
either
we should let it be where it is and
But in high school or could teach their teachers to
kill
you.
like it is. As things stand now,
they can just bounce you thrive on love and admiration,
college,
students are physically castrated
out of the fold. And they do. rather than fear and respect, and
or spayed - and for the very same
to lay down their weapons.
reason that black men are Rebel students and renegade Students could discover
members
get
smothered
or
faculty
castrated in Georgia: because
shot down with devastating community. And they could learn
they're a threat.
accuracy. In high school, it's to dance by dancing on the IBM
Once a Nigger
usually the student who gets it; in cards. They could make coloring
college,
it's more often the books out of the catalogs and
So you can add sexual
they could out the grading system
repression to the list of causes 'teacher. Others get tired of in a
museum. They could raze one
along with vanity, fear and will to fighting and voluntarily leave the set
of walls and let life come
mistake
be
a
system.
This
may
power, that turn the teacher into
blowing into the classroom. They
Mr. Charlie. You might also want though. Dropping out of college,
to keep in mind that he was a for a rebel, is a little like going could raze another set of walls
nigger once himself and has never North, for a• Negro. You can't and let education flow out and
really gotten over it. And there really get away from it so you flood the streets. They could turn
are more causes, some of which might as well stay and raise hell. the classroom into where it's at - a
How do you raise hell? That's "field of action" as Peter Marin
are better described in
sociological than in psychological a whole other article. But just for describes it. And, believe it or
terms. Work them out, it's not a start, why not stay with the not, they could study eagerly and
learn prodigiously for the best of
hard. But in the meantime what analogy? What have black people all possible reasons
- their own
done?
They
have,
first
of
all,
we've got on our hands is a whole
reasons.
faced
the
fact
of
their
slavery.
niggers.
what
of
And
makes
lot
this particularly grim is that the They've stopped kidding
student has less chance than the themselves about an eventual
black man of getting out of his reward in that Great Watermelon
bag. Because the student doesn't Patch in the sky. They've
Have you seen a Brown
even know he's in it. That, more organized; they've decided to get
atrocity? Send the
Infirmary
or less, is what's happening in freedom now, and they've started
gory details to the
higher education. And the results taking it.
News-Letter, Box 1230.
are staggering.
Students, like black people,
For one thing damn little
education takes place in the
schools. How could it? You can't
educate slaves; you can only train
them. Or, to use an even uglier
and more timely word, you can
only program them.
to seethe new fall
student
of
Another result
Sportcoats atSa mpie
slavery is equally serious.
Store foPI9.9S,
Students don't get emancipated
when they graduate. As a matter
of fact, we don't let them
graduate until they've
demonstrated their willingness over 16 years - to remain slaves.
And for important jobs, like
teaching, we make them go
through more years, just to make
sure. What I'm getting at is that
we're all more or less niggers and
slaves, teachers and students alike.

Atrocities

Just slow Sorry Melvin,iwat;t‘
down the
Stroke Clyde

NNW= students,new and.td,set at:

3330 GREENMOUNT AVE.
467-2123

Pecora's Restaurant
for the finest Milian food in tevni

JONI P.1111110111,JR.
LIFE a NIALTM
iNSURAINCE
COMVPASIE

243-7961

3320 Greenmount Ave.
SPAMIOTTI MIMS
PIZZA POI A SPICULLTY

Symposium. Billed as an objective
study of revolution in Latin
America. they maintained that
most of the speakers have not
dealt with . an analysis of the
conditions there which lead Latin
• Americans to armed revolution,
and that revolution per se has
been dismissed as an alternative.
SDS points out that only one
scheduled speaker has spoken for
"the other side." and that their
Friday program occurred through
chance and on extremely short
notice. SDS feels strongly that a
• "pro-revolution" speaker should
be included on the final `wrap-up'
panel on Sunday to. in fairness.
counter the other four panel
members.

The Student As Nigger 1

Waverly Laundromat
ait

(Continued from Page 4)

throughout the hemisphere which
led him to dedicate himself to
armed guerrilla struggle.
A panel discussion will follow
the - film. The panelists will
. concentrate on Mexico. Brazil and
possibly Guatemala. At press
time. SDS was trying to get
several speakers to participate on
the panel. Among them was Paul
Sweczy, editor of Monthly
Review magazine, and a member
of the North American Congress
on Latin America (NACLA), a
research organization.
At an SDS meeting Tuesday
night, members expressed deep
concern over opposition to the
general direction and tone of the

CAIRAT OUT SIRIIKO
CALL 000•3831

JUST ARRIVED...

SIMPLE STORE

Huge selection of men's NEW
FALL SPORTCOATS! All wool
plaids. checks
and solids at $1999
this unbelieveable low price!

3031 Greenmount Ave.
in Waverly

I

OPEN EVERY EVENING

•CHARG-IT •MAC•$1000 CLUB
•BANK•AMERICARD
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Huverford Defeats lloopsters;
Jays Break Even for Week
By SKIP HUNT
With the basketball season
only a week old, the Blue Jay
By RICH HOLLANDER
varsity cagers are already sporting
Sports Editor a five hundred record. This is
something new.
WHIL E RUMMAGING THROUGH THE ATHLETIC
Not that Hopkins' varsity
DEPARTMENT MAILBAG, I UNCOVERED THESE LETTERS(IN
basketball teams and circa five
BLUE INTER-DEPARTMENTAL ENVELOPES) FROM OUR
COA CMS ADDRESSED -f`TOYLAND, NORTH POLE, WORLD." hundred record don't go
hand-in-hand. It's just that in past
Dear Santa,
years the team has shown an
Please place in my plastic water-proof stocking a slow-speed inexhaustable supply
of creativity
clock. You know, morning and afternoon practice sessions aren't in finding ways of relating the
enough for my swimmers; and a slow-speed clock would give us two, thus providing
innumerable
more time to practice. Besides, I'm the youngest of the coaches and moments of suspense for
the loyal
should get what I want.
Yours truly, Hop fan. It may be riding high for
Frank C. the first half and then folding
Dear Santa,
completely in the stretch. Or it
Our basketball team has almost everything: superior morale, good may be a surge-collapse-surge
balance and a great coach. It's just that we're not quite as big as the motif. But the teams have always
other guys we play. So could you please put a couple of "grow pills" been exciting, if unpredictable,
and never mediocre.
along with the cotton candy and cracker jacks in my stocking.
Coach
Chic
Dear Mr. Claus,
I really, really got a mammoth stocking this year, 'cause I want
you to bring Dave Leonhard from the Orioles back to Hopkins
where lie belongs.
Gary B.
Dear Santa,
I know violence toys aren't "in" this year, but we need a few
swords. Also, stuff in an epee... whatever that is.

"
'Jays To Improve,
Says Coach Comfort

On Saturday, December 14,
Coach Frank Comfort will unveil
Dick 0. his varsity swimming team in the
Dear Santa,
opening meet of the season, at
As coach of the mostest important sport at Hopkins, I deserve
home against the Garnets of
two presents. First, I want a 1968 Student Council calendar so we
Swarthmore. The meet will begin
can replay last year's games exactly as they happened. Also, I want a
at 2:00 p.m. Last year the Jays
foot-stretcher so Johnny Kelly's foot can fit Geoff Berlin's shoes.
narrowly beat Swarthmore. This
Bobby S. year the Jays will be vastly
Dear Santa,
improved and should be able to
I want two things for Christmas, but one doesn't count because win decidedly.
it's academic (and the other one certainly isn't). The wrestling team
In a final tune-up before the
needs a larger chalk board so I can inspire them with more pithy first official meet, the Jays were
phrases. Secondly, despite our loss of Bill Swartz, I wish Beth Day beat in a scrimmage with
would come and cheerlead at our matches.
Elizabethtown at Homewood
Kyle S.
49-45. Against E-Town, a strong
Dear Santa,
contender for MAC honors, the
I'm probably the only coach who wants a normal present. Just varsity looked flat. With several
leave in my stocking a Kodak movie camera - don't bring anything swimmers out with assorted
fancy. I can't wait to see the replay of the Western Maryland ailments, and others just
mect...about 100 times.
recovering from both
Don M. Thanksgiving vacation and colds,
General S. Claus:
the squad was not at full strength.
Requisition: One copy of the great American epic I Was a Slave Nevertheless, Coach Comfort
for the B.I.A.
expressed some disappointment
COL. R.S. Serena Esq. over the showing of most of his
Dear Santa,
charges.
I think that Joe Cowan's diploma would look great in my
Exceptions were sophomore
stocking. That way we'd make it three championships ill a row. If I
Mark Solomon and junior Rick
don't get it... we'llwin it anyway just for spite.
Ware. Ware set a new varsity
record in the 100 yard freestyle
Alex S. 52.9, beating his old record of
TO: Director of Winter Sports, North Pole:
53.5. Solomon, who has been
Since I'm the boss I've got the biggest stocking. Just fill it with • very impressive in practice, broke
money! Then we can have new everything. Besides, You're my last
Howard Chernick's record in the
alternative. I've already tried Lincoln Gordon and the Defense
200 yard butterfly, of 2:13.6. His
Department.
time, 2:13.2 is only 1.3 seconds
Marshall S. Turner Jr., away from qualifying for the
NCAA college nationals in March,
Director of Athletics
Thurs. Dec. 19 Frosh Varsity Basketball at Catholic *

Mon. Dec. 16

Tues. Dec. 17

Wed. Dec. 18

Regular Schedule
ROTC-(Classroom)
B.I.A. Basketball(both gyms)
Regular Schedule
Varsity Swimmers at Towson
No PE Classes Scheduled
Varsity Wrestling vs Lebanon Valley
(Visitors Team Room No.3)

Thurs. Dec. 19 Regular Schedule
Frosh Varsity Basketball at Catholic
(Bus leaves 4:00 P.M.)

'ri. Dec. 20

Alas, '68 Jays. For those who
watched either of the two games
last week, something of the old
order was missing. The beautiful
Jays of old were gone. The
abominable Jays of old were
gone. In their places were a troup
of unimpressive, unexciting,
mediocre Jays making
unimpressive dribbles, taking
unexciting shots, and playing
mediocre basketball.
Against Lebanon Valley
mediocrity was good enough to
win. The sharp play of Brian
Berke (better than fifty percent
from the floor for twenty-four
points) and Sophomore Dave
Rebovich (five from the floor and
five from the line) was neatly
balanced by the total lack of
support from the rest of the Jay

CHRISTMAS VACATION
Sat. Dec. 21

Regular Schedule

10 A.M.-4 P.M.

Sun Dec. 22

Regular Schedule

1-5 P.M.

Mon. Dec. 23

Regular Schedule

10 A.M.-10 P.M.

Tues. Dec. 24
Thurs. Dec. 26

CLOSED
Special Schedule
(Pool Open 3-6 PM) 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

Sat. Dec. 28

CLOSED

Mon. Dec. 30

Special Schedule
10 A.M.-6 P.M.
(Pool Open 3-6 PM)

Tues. Dec. 31

CLOSED

Wed. Jan. I

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Thurs. Jan. 2

Regular Schedule

Regular Schedule

1969, and Mr. Comfort expressed
confidence that Solomon will be
the first swimmer in Hopkins
history to qualify for the
nationals. With two meets in
December, before the Christmas
break, against Swarthmore an-.!
Towson on Tuesday, December
17, Solomon will be pointing to
reach 2:11.9 before vacation.
CHAMPIONSHIP
The All-School Intermural
Football Championship will be
held this Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
between Adams House and Tau
Epsilon Pi. At press time the
place was not yet determined.
REFEREES NEEDED
Any freshmen who are
interested in refereeing
basketball for the BIA are
asked to please contact Joe
Chess, BOX 847

B.I.A. Notes
By GEORGE KIRSCHBAUM
The BIA recently released the
trophy point totals for the Fall
Season. The BIA has adopted a
new simplified scoring system for
the major sports. The adoption of
the new system reduces much of
the confusion inherent in the old
system. Phi Gam, the 1966-67
f....lernity champs, lead this year's
contenders, but they are being
closely pursued by six other
fraternities, all within twenty-five
points of Phi Gam's 117. Adams
House which last won the
freshman trophy in 1965-66 look
like the favorites this year. In the
upperclass dorms, Wood House
has a slim lead over Willard
House.
Gam Leads Fraternities
Phi Gamma Delta combined
first place in the Goucher Gallop
with a second place in tennis and
a .500 record in football to nail
down first place in the trophy
point standings. TEP, this year's
fraternity football champs,
follows closely with 115 points,

cast. Fortunately for the record
book, Lebanon Valley was worse,
boasting no outstanding players
and two regulars that didn't score
at all. And so by a stroke of luck,
the locals escaped, 66-59.
No so fortunately, Haverford
showed up with a decent team.
Not good, but decent. While our
heroes were wallowing along, four
of the Fords' starting quintet hit
in double figures, and the score
was reversed, 76-62. Again Berke
and Rebo played creditable
offensive games, picking up
thirty-five points between them,
but were outshined by the
conspicuous absence of the other
three Jay players.
As a team, Hopkins hit for
only about thirty percent from
the floor and missed a third of
their free throws. Despite this,
they might still have won with
some crisp ball-handling and some
hustle under the boards. As it
turned out, the Fords were no
shooting giants either, but
generally more polished play gave
them twelve more scoring
opportunities from the floor and
Hopkins five fewer chances from
the foul line.
Swathmore Next
Coming up next is an
encounter with Swathmore
Saturday. Maybe the past two
games will prove a warm-up for
bigger and better things to come.
If not, it could be a long winter.
Five hundred seasons are
depressing enough. But in league
with mediocrity, they are
downright sad.
ALL-MARYLAND
Congratulations to the
members of the 1968 Hopkins
Varsity Football Team who
made the All Maryland Squad.
First Team: Gus Slotman,
Center; Don Yablonowitz,
Guard; Willie Scroggs, Defensive
Back; Joe Cowan, Flanker; Jim
Feely, Quarterback; Paul Weiss,
Halfback.
Honorable Mention: Charlie
Coker, Phil Schrodel, and Mark
Croft.

JUST MARRIED
HONORABLE MENTION
LITTLE-ALL-AMERICAN JOE
COWAN has been picked the Most
Valuable player in the Southern
Division of the Middle Atlantic
Conference for the second straight
year. The Jay tailback caught 30
passes, rushed for 8.5 yards per carry,
handled the kick returns and did the
bulk of the punting and place kicking.

I

Berkean Epic: ''Illumast"

B.I.A. NOTES
(Continued from Page 14)

two points behind Gam's total. It
is conceivable that they can take
over the first place berth if they
beat Adams House in an all school
Championship. A victory is worth
5 trophy points to either team.
However, it is up to the two
houses to find a suitable time for
the game.
Other fraternities in close
pursuit of Gam are Du (1967-68
BIA Champs) and Sig Ep both
with 106 points. Both DU and Sig
Ep finished second in their
football divisions. Sig EP finished
second in the Gallop to bolster
their total. Beta rests in fifth
place with 100 points due to their
overall second place finish in
fraternity football. ATO follows
closely with 96 points. Phi Ep,
Charles Division winners in
/
2 points to round
football, has 921
out the first division. The other
/
2; KA, 85;
houses are: ZBT, 871
Phi Psi, 75; Sigma Nu, 70; AEPi,
65;Phi Sig, 65; and AD,65.
Among the freshman houses,
Adams leads with 160 points.
Royce which lost to Adams in the
freshman football championship
is second with 1341
/
2 points. Baker
(defending champions) is third
wigi 126 points. Guildersleeve is
right on Baker's heels with 125.
The other teams are: Hollander,
116; Clark, 110; Sylvester, 1021
/
2;
Lazear, 1001
/
2; Jennings, 85; and
Griffin, 781
/
2.
Over in the upper class dorm
division, Wood leads Willard 105
to 100. Vincent has 70 points but
could prove to be a nemesis to the
leaders with their basketball team.
Dorm Leagues
To clarify what was said in last
week's article, about, the dorm
basketball divisions and what is
said on the BIA schedule, here is
the division set-up. In the UCD
division, there are Wood, Willard,
Vincent, an.d Wilson. In the frosh
divisions, there are in division
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"A" Guildersleeve, Griffin,
Hollander, and Jennings; in
division "B" Adams, Baker, and
Clark; and in division "C" Royce,
Sylvester, and Lazear. These four
divisions will play a divisional
playoff with the UCD winner vs.
Frosh "A" and Frosh "B" vs.
Frosh "C". The winners of these
two games will then play for the
dorm championship.
Graduate Basketball
All teams desiring to
participate in graduate basketball
leagues should leave their roster
and forfeiture deposit in the gym
office. The deadline date for
entries is 5 p.m., December 18.
Games will be played Saturday
mornings and Tuesday evenings.
Basketball Round-Up
Last Monday night's basketball
games set up a big tilt for this
coming Monday night between
two undefeated powers Phi Gam
and TEP, both 3-0. Gam has not
lost a game in over three years.
Last year TEP lost only two
games, both to Gam. Last
Monday's action saw Gam beat
Phi Sig, 37-23; Beta knock off
DU, 58-48; TEP stun Phi Psi,
42-26; ATO contain Sigma NU,
27-20; Phi Ep topple Sig Ep,
43-38; ZBT pound Ka, 50-20;
AEPi hold AD, 31-26. ZBT's Jim
Kaufman was the night's high
scorer with 22 points. In the
dormitory divisions, the results
were: Sylvester, 38; Jennings, 25;
Royce,44; Lazear, 43; Clark, 23;
Gildersleeve, 22; Griffin, 54;
Hollander, 27; Vincent, 43;
Wood, 23; and Baker 44, Willard,
13.
Weight Classes
The BIA has adopted the
NCAA weight, classes for the
.upcoming wrestling tournaments.
The weight classes are: 123
pounds, 130, 137, 147, 157, 167,
177, unlimited. Provision will be
made for a 191 class if there are
enough entrants.

Coach of the Year
Awarded to Scott
Avery Blake of the
Last week at the 86th annual Association,
University of Pennsylvania, was
United States Inter-collegiate
given an award for the man who
Lacrosse Association Convention, has done most for the sport
Hopkins' coach Bob Schott was during the past year.
elected coach of the year.
Thore - were two major rule
The convention, held at the changes
made in Boston. There
Sheraton Plaza Hotel in Boston, will
be a new sudden-death
honored Scott for the second
overtime period following two
time. He is the first coach to
four-minute regulation overtime
twice.
trophy
coveted
the
capture
periods. The other change permits
He last won the award in 1965,
when he guided the Jays to a player in the penalty box to
return to the field if his team
second place behind Navy.
However, this year, Scott's team gains control of the ball and
moves it into the attacking zone.
finished second to nobody. For
the
memories
weak
with
those
BOWMAN CUP
1968 Jay stickmen won the
national championshirwith a 10-0
The Bowman Cup,
record.
the outstanding
Vaulted into national recognizing
cmapus, was
on
fraternity
prominence, Scott was portrayed
awarded to Tau Epsilon
York
New
of
the
Forbes
by John
Phi for the 1967-68 school
Times as "An intense man with an year.
commenting
smile..."
easy
intently on the convention's
selection Scott said, "Henry
Ciccaronc shares this award as he
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
shared the work with the varsity
team. I strongly feel that this is a
AT JOHNS HOPKINS
Hopkins award."
Past president of the a MERRY CHRISTMAS
/ 14

By JASON KRAVITT
Few people may realize it, but
the Johns Hopkins Basketball
team, one of the most
controversial in years, won their
first game. One of the reasons for
this stellar victory was the play of
senior co-captain, Brian Berke.
Brian personifies the Hopkins
. athlete. In high school he was not
the most sought after prospect on
his team, but he did have offers
from several big schools.
However, Brian, like so many
others, choses Hopkins as he
thought that he could receive a
good education and play
basketball too. Brian tells of his
friends who went to basketball
schools on full scholarships and
became nothing more than
athletic commodities. The other
guard on his high school team
even dropped out of school after
two years because he could no
longer stand being treated as a
scoring machine.
This, of course, if fine as far as
it goes. Yet Brian recognizes that
such an attitutde is harmful once
the athlete enters college. Arriving
at Hopkins, he discovers a student
body that is largely indifferent to
the sport-or any sport. In some
cases they even look upon.
basketball players with contempt.
The athletes cannot help but

respond negatively themselves.
Brian feels that, looking back, he
had regarded basketball as a tool
with which to enter college. At
that time he did not really value
its positive potential.
In a way, his comments are
indicative of much that is wrong
at Hopkins. Basically, Hopkins
athletes are a group of intelligent
people who were turned off by
the pressure and impersonalness
factories
of the larger at
they could have attended. But, as
Berke pointed out, they are also
human and fell hurt, ignored or
even slighted by the student body
and arc angered by this. They
think back to the schools they
could have attended and for one
slight moment they regret.
University Policy
Their problems are further
complicated by university policy.
Of course there is much to be
gained by keeping the sports
atmosphere informal - allowing
the not so talented athlete to be
able to participate. But one must
remember there also exists the
almost-superior athlete like Brian
Berke who have become caught
up in the atmosphere of
indifference at Hopkins and look
back to what might have been.
Brian, however, does not fault
the coaches. He feels that they are

young and idealistic and that their
devotion and sincerity make up
for any of their faults.
It would also be foolish to
expect the sschool to change its
policies and begin to emphasize
inter-collegiate athletics. In fact,
the university would probabl
lose very much that makes- its s
program so valuable. But r think
that it should be recognized that
athletes are human, that they are
influenced by their peers, and
that it is difficult to spend hours
for days, weeks and months in
activities that are not recognized
by one's peers and that take
valuable time away from one's
studies. The intrinsic reward of
the sport itself is a novel ideal
that one can aim for, but it is
hardly a reality that most can
achieve.
Brian talks with pleasure of the
Lebanon Valley game. The team
was tired of being the butt of
jokes and was out to prove
something to itself. Even Brian
admits that he had not been
satisfied with his play and felt
that he owed it to his team and
the coach to produce something
extra. Again all of this is fine as
far as it goes. The-basketball team
did win that night. But at
Hopkins this is often the
exception and certainly not the
rule.

Extremely Strong Frosh Five
Led by Apple and Handleman
By MIKE SHORE
Coach Dick Barrette's
freshman basketball team
appeared ready to begin their
regular season play last Tuesday
as they beat Catonsville
'Community College in a
scrimmage, by the score of 90 74.
The squad began its regular
season activities Thursday with a
game against Gilman Prep. On
Saturday, at 6:45 they play the
Swarthmore frosh in a preview to
the varsity game.
. Barrette describes this j'ear's
team as a talented bunch of
basketball players. The starting
five consists of guards George
Apple 5-10 from Harrisberg, Pa.,
and Gary Handleman 6-0,
Baltimore, forwards Hal Grinberg
6-3, Pittsburg, and Mike Kohler
6-3 from Stamford, Connecticut',
and center John Lally 6-4 ..froitt
Blatonsberg, Md.
This is a good strong team, and
all of them are excellent ball

handlers. Handleman excels on
rebounding, and all of the tall
men are strong. The team will
primarily use a 1-2-2 offense, and
will' probably be led by guard
Apple. Apple, who is a , _slick,
tricky ball handler led the team to
a- 61 point .second half in the
scrimmage againsttatonsville.
Pressing Defense
The defense will probably be
man-to-man most of the time.
Barrette promises quite a bit of
VARSITY WRESTLING
The Jay grapplers begin their
season tomorrow with a meet in
Chestertown, Md., with
Washington College. Dick
Dryden., Stan Konefal, Carl
Betta, Jeff Parker, Monte
lkemire, Jack Hanemann, John
Peck, Bob Hy a in s, Charles
Conway, and Marshall Kapp - will
be fighting for ,Hopkins. The
first home meet wilLbc'(held.
next Wednesday evening at 8:00
p.m. against Lebanon Valley
,College.

pressing on defense, which should
make for a lot of excitement for
spec tutors.
First line replacements for the
starters include Elder Ghigiarelli,
TOM Merimee, Canoll Johnson,
and Mike Abrams. Rounding out
.the squad are Neal Hutchinson,
Carlos ,Schenk, Bruce Vali Cleave,
Don Gibson, and Gregory
Thomas.

1

SPRING PROBLEMS '
The . Hopkins' hureakrcracy
inay have 'mangled the spring
i n t ramural ... p r-o g. r.a ni .
Construction ,:_is set,,to .begin on
tile' new 'adininiSiritiiiii building
on Levering Field. However,
sodding the new ,fyislOs lielow
San Martin Drive. near k.e.Vpring
Hall, has been delaYed..Stiorild it
not be ready -Mr. Turner and the
131A Will determine how muCli' of
the intramural program can be
salvaged.

1

CHOOSE THE MOST THOUGHTFUL GIFT

BOOKS

And A

TRACK MEETING
There will be a meeting of all
those interested in winter and/or
spring track on Friday,
December 13, at 4 p.m. in the
gym classroom.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

available at
Vc.

GREEN WAY PHARMACY
CHARLES & 34th STREET
;Ft RRIIRRIi rt RB nz,
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UniversitiesinFinancialBind Mayor's Assistants
Caused by State Budget Cuts Outline Problems
By DAVID HOELSCHER
Despite the increasingly strong
demands of students for greater
university involvement in the
"real world" and for ideas of
"relevance" to become a factor in
the teaching of
NEWS
courses, many
college
ANALYSIS
administrators in
this country are finding it
difficult to meet even the purely
"corporate" demands placed
upon them by their position. This
is particularly the . case due to
shortages of free money for the
normal expansionary plans of a
university.
Hopkins, for example, has
found it necessary to turn to
government funding to help close
the gap between desired spending
and available resources. Over 50%
of the University's operating
budget for the 1967-68 academic
year came from such
governmental sources.
The financial strain placed on
colleges, however, is especially
felt by the state college or the
private yet liberal-arts oriented
schools. In many ways,
governmental funds are not as
available to them as is the case
with research or science oriented
.iniversities.
Budget Cuts
The difficulties found at
FOWS011 State College are, in
;eneral, the problems felt by
nany small state or state-related
;olleges. Towson's President, Dr.
,arle T. Hawkins, said, for
:xample, at a meeting of the
)oard of trustees of the Maryland
;tate Colleges on November 11,
'if the House of Delegates cuts
)ur budget so drastically (as it did
ast year) things are really going
o be bad for this school."
Dr. Hawkins was speaking of a
1.5 million budget cut which all
(laryland colleges had to suffer
List year.
Towson's President indicated
.o an N-L reporter last Tuesday
hat the major difficulty which
uch a cut caused was in the
naintenance of-good salary scales
or the school. Dr. Hawkins stated
hat: .
. .
"If our budget is cut then
lenity salary scales won't be
/hat they should be. We can
ttract very good, new faculty
ist out of graduate school, but
ve can't keep them. We aren't
ompetitive."

IMPORTANT
All students should note
that the SA-Studen
Council calendar reported
that Christmas vacation
ends on January 7, 1969.
This is..an-error. The. return
date is Januar 6, 1969.

Dr. Hawkins further noted
that, because of last year's cut,
there were no new faculty hired
and there was a corresponding
enrollment decrease.
In addition to the centripetal,
forces of monetary restraints,
colleges and universities are facing
a general increase in the demands
which our society places upon
them. Colleges must, today, teach
a widening selection of academic
fields and maintain their position
in fields which, themselves, are
rapidly broadening. Morgan State
College has, this year, added a,
department of International
Relations and a graduate course
on business administration.

developments is the sudden (in
the past several years) increase in
full time students. This year, for
example, Maryland state colleges
will receive over 1,000 new
full-time freshmen.
State schools, however, do not
face drastic overcrowding of
classes because of this increase.
"Towson operates under two
separate budgets" explained Dr.
Hawkins, "an operating budget
and a capital improvement
budget."

Facility Expansion
"Because of this split, we are
able to expand our facilities
despite minimum funds for
attracting new faculty." Towson
Similarly, Coppin State College, is presently
constructing or about
has elected to add a graduate level to construct
a new library and
program to train teachers of the
two additional buildings. A Fine
emotionally disturbed.'
Arts Complex is also planned.
Hand-in-hand with such academic!

Mr. Smith especially
emphasized the problem of flight
out of the city by many people.
He characterized this problem as
the "haven complex." He said
that white people move to the
suburbs to avoid 'higher taxes'
and 'crowded neighborhoods' but
really they are trying to get away
from the black communities.
Living in the suburbs is often
more expensive than city living,
but most whites want to run away
from the racial problems at any
cost. He emphasized that white
people have to stop looking for a
haven if any problems are to be
_
solved
Jim Archibald, chairman of
AWARE, stressed that with this
preliminary survey of the ghetto's
problems, the AWARE people
hope to become better informed
so that they can more effectively
carry out their educational
programs.
These programs consist of such
things as lectures, discussions and
movies, and are designed to aid
suburban groups in their
understanding of the inner-city.

Two of Mayor D'Allesandro's
leading assistants underscored 5
crucial problem areas that must
be attacked immediately if the
Baltimore metropolitan area is to
survive as a working urban
system.
Mr. Joseph Smith, assistant to
the mayor for community
relations and civil rights, and Mr.
Daniel Zaccagnini, assistant for
employment and manpower,
outlined these problem areas
before a special self-education
meeting of AWARE, the Hopkins
student group involved in fighting
white racism. Both men referred
to industry, housing, education,
regional government and
metropolitan cooperation as the
major problem areas. They
advised members of the AWARE
group to stress each of these areas
when they speak to groups in
Baltimore's white community.

Inter-School'ExchangesSeemLikely
Despite Date, Transport Problems S.H.S. Survi
vors
ExposeiConditions
Dr. Carl P. Swanson, Associate different times and our exam
Dean for Undergraduate Studies,. schedules do not coincide.
indicated, last week, that Hopkins.
officials are in "the process of
Substantial Benefits
exploring the possibilities of
inter-school exchanges" with local
Despite the difficulties
involved with inter-university
colleges.
exchanges on both the student
"lam very hopeful that we can and the faculty levels, there are
bring about some kind of substantial benefits to be gained
exchange" said Swanson, "but from such arrangements. Such
there are several difficulties which benefits are particularly evident
must first be overcome." The to the students who will have a
most substantial blocks to any much larger course election to
inter-university cooperation are build schedules upon.
calendar differences and the
Swanson noted, for example,
problems associated with
transportation between the. that Goucher College offers a
wide variety of courses in the
various schools in the area.
Fine Arts. For example, there are
programs designed to teach and
Tuitional Stumbling Blocks
give guidance in such activities as
Swanson also noted that the acting, directing and the staging
"tuitional stumbling blocks" pose of plays. Hopkins, on the other
some difficulties, "Our aim," he. hand, offers only courses in the
said, "is to increase the benefits history and theory of art.
of the university at the least Swanson did note, however, that,
possible costs, but obviously there as yet, it is not clear to what
are some inequalities between extent courses in the studio arts
Hopkins and state supported would be allowed to count
schools such as Morgan State towards degree credits.
College. You just don't swap
Nevertheless, Goucher does
students around without have a large department
of Music
considering costs."
"designed to enable students to
There are presently several acquire a balance of harmony and
committees working on these very structural studies, historic and
problems of school cooperation analytic information" Hopkins
according to Dr. Swanson. Several students have been asking for a
of the administration officials music program of this sort for
from Goucher and Hopkins have! several years now. This semester
been trying to settle differences in there will be one program on
the calendars of our schools. music in the twentieth century
Goucher is presently on al offered here, but there is, as yet,
trimester system which means, no plans for an extensive music
that their vacations fall ati department.

130oks-e5ay

erry

Interchanges between schools
will similarly provide a greater
variety of choice in such fields as
history and social science. Morgan
is presently offering several
courses in Black History which
Hospkins lack. Among those of
particular interest are The Negro
in U. S. History; the 19th Century
South; and The History of
Urbanization, a course which will
emphasize industrialization,
minority groups in the major
cities and the growth of urban
institutions.

Despite the many benefits of
such a collegiate rapproachment,
Swanson stated that there is no
easy or immediate answer to the
difficulties facing the college
administrators. "Furthermore,"
he said, "institutions move
awfully slowly." He did indicate
that at least some of the
difficulties may be close to
resolution by next fall.
NO TEARS
There will not be an issue of the
News-Letter next week. This
week marks the last paper o
1968. The end.
A Favorite Rendez WU
for Hopkins Men
4
•
•

JIMMY WU'S
NEW
CHINA INN

Charles Street below 25th

JIMMY WU'S
CARRY OUT SHOP
1411 E. Cold Spring Lane

(Continued from Page 1)

could not be expected until
Saturday of the next week.
In the interim, he was treated
with antibiotics, and was not
enjoined from walking on the leg.
Finally, he visited a private
physician who operated
immediately. The physician told
Kronsberg that had the blood clot
loosened itself from the wall of
the vein while he was walking
around, the clot could have
travelled through the veins and
into the lungs. In that case death
would have been immediate.
Charles Ludlow, a senior
reports that after suffering a
compound fracture in a baseball
game, he was taken by his friends
to the Brown Infirmary.
The nurse finally came to place
a band-aid on thes leg. When
Ludlow's friends realized that the
nurse had neither called an
ambulance nor the hospital, they
placed him in a car and took him
to the Public Health Service
Hospital, where he remained
bedridden for two months.
Other students were shocked
to find that students well
dispensing drugs at the infirmary
Several students said that when
they came to the infirmary after
normal hours, they had been
given sedatives by student
attendants.
All students who wish to air
their grievances should drop a
note in the News-Letter box No. 1230.
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